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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority to U.S. provisional application No. 62/577,615, filed October 26, 2017, and is related to International Application No. PCT/US2017/029725 (U.S. Patent Pub. No. US 2017/0316353), filed on April 26, 2017 (the “Codon” application), which claims the benefit of priority to U.S. nonprovisional Application No. 15/140,296, filed on April 27, 2016, all of which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] The present disclosure is generally directed to high-throughput microbial genomic engineering, and, more particularly, to generating and processing build graph data structures to control production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications, to generating and processing a data structure for quality control of biological components in a high-throughput system.

Description of Related Art

[0003] The subject matter discussed in the background section should not be assumed to be prior art merely as a result of its mention in the background section. Similarly, a problem mentioned in the background section or associated with the subject matter of the background section should not be assumed to have been previously recognized in the prior art. The subject matter in the background section merely represents different approaches, which in and of themselves may also correspond to implementations of the claimed technology.

[0004] Microbe engineering enables the generation of novel chemicals, advanced materials, and pharmaceuticals. A strain design company, on behalf of itself or third parties, may modify a previously described DNA segment to enhance the metabolic production of a microbial host by improving output properties such as yield, productivity, optimal growth temperature, growth rate, or titer.
[0005] High-throughput production of modified microbes requires high-throughput strain design. Robots are capable of building hundreds to thousands of strains at once, and design tools must be able to match this capacity. Large experiments may explore many different combinations of genetic modifications applied to different parts of a genome.

[0006] Prior systems provide as an input to a gene manufacturing process information identifying a nucleotide sequence to be manufactured. From that information, the assembler of the genome is left to determine the best nucleotide parts and workflow to manufacture the sequence. In large-scale operations, many thousands of sequences may be generated by a genomic design program like Eugene. For example, the program may generate 10,000 modified genomes, which would occupy on the order of 50-100 GB of storage space. This information would not fit in a typical memory at this time, and would instead require, for example, slower disk-based access. Embodiments may employ, e.g., SBOL to represent the output DNA components. Current commercial computer systems cannot load and operate efficiently on a 50-100 GB SBOL file. Such operations may crash or cause unacceptable delays in processing.

[0007] International Application No. PCT/US2017/029725 (the “Codon application”), assigned to the assignee of the present invention, describes embodiments that overcome the challenges rooted in computer technology when implementing large-scale sequence designs in computer systems. That application provides processes, systems, and data structures for simultaneously introducing multiple mutations in multiple parent nucleotide sequences to transform them into a large set of mutated sequences. Moreover, processing a large number of such output sequences can lead to unacceptably slow processing times or even processing failure. Embodiments described in the Codon application improve industrial-scale genomic design and manufacture by, e.g., reducing time and complexity for the design and building of nucleotide sequences.

[0008] Constructing genetically modified organisms at high-throughput requires the execution of biological workflows that employ software and robotics. Automation (robotics) can be used to perform the physical labor of genetic engineering, whereas software can be used to plan the fine-grained details of and record data gathered during the execution of the physical work.
[0009] To enhance productivity, some systems model biological processes as workflows (including American Laboratory’s LIMS-BPM coupling); however, these software systems do not then make a connection to specific automated platforms that perform the individual steps of the protocols.

[0010] On the automation side, the language used to describe a biological protocol or workflow by a scientist does not directly translate into machine instructions for automated platforms that perform the specific steps of the protocol. Furthermore, multiple machines may be used to execute a single protocol, each of which uses a slightly different machine language.

[0011] Conventional approaches attempt to partially address these issues. Autoprotocol is a language developed by Transcriptic intended to be used as a common framework for translating higher level protocol descriptions to specific machine instructions. However, Autoprotocol does not define a method for transmitting the instructions across a distributed system of multiple types of platforms. Similarly, Antha is a high level programming language for biological processes that attempts to address similar issues as Autoprotocol and, additionally, is device agnostic. However, it is unclear how easily extensible it is to new platforms and it does not appear to be language agnostic.

[0012] Quality Control in high-throughput strain design systems

[0013] The Codon application describes a laboratory information management system (LIMS) for the design, building, testing, and analysis of DNA sequences. During testing, microbe strains may be subjected to quality testing (e.g., quality control (QC) assessments) based upon, e.g., size and sequencing methods. The resulting strains that pass QC may then be further processed in furtherance of producing a product of interest, e.g., transferred from liquid or colony cultures on to plates.

[0014] The high-throughput strain design system such as that described in the Codon application gives rise to the challenge of performing in silico quality control at all or almost all steps of the workflow along the way to producing the product of interest. Such a high-throughput strain design system can produce many (e.g., 100s or 1000s of) in silico intermediate products. Moreover, the in silico processing of one intermediate product can spawn multiple intermediate products, leading to exponential growth in the number of in silico QC
procedures. Thus, performing in silico QC on each intermediate product in such a high-throughput strain design system presents computational challenges during the QC test design phase that would be especially daunting if performed by a human. Moreover, performing QC testing on each intermediate product in a physical, real-world high-throughput gene manufacturing system presents challenges in efficiently assigning reactants and equipment for the QC testing.

SUMMARY

[0015] Embodiments of the disclosure provide a software system which models biological workflows of manufacturing activities in a directed build graph that may be created at manufacturing time. Graphs are a known data structure, and general mechanisms exist for storing and querying graphs. However, the inventors do not know of any conventional graph representations of workflows of genetic modifications of biological components. Embodiments of the disclosure use existing libraries. Others were evaluated, including: NetworkX, JUNG, JgraphT, Neo4J, Dagre. While these are general graph databases, they are not specialized for manufacturing processes, biological workflows, or working with DNA as data.

[0016] Biologists use the system of embodiments of the disclosure to specify a high-level biological workflow, including inputs and final products. The system determines the intermediate outputs required and the relationships between those components. The workflows are modular and composable. This enables more complicated workflows to be built up from simpler workflows, and also the combination of portions of otherwise unrelated workflows to take advantage of operational efficiencies.

[0017] The system maps each set of inputs and outputs of a workflow to (a) physical laboratory equipment based on the relationships described in the workflow, and (b) descriptions of biological protocols for each step in the workflow. The system connects multiple independent software and hardware platforms to manage and execute these activities.

[0018] Embodiments of the disclosure improve the execution of high-throughput workflows by taking common aspects of similar biological workflows out of their specific context and performing them together. Embodiments of the disclosure allow common processing of steps for many different workflows where the workflows share the same steps.
[0019] On the software side, the grouping of common stages of disparate manufacturing processes in order to create operational efficiencies is a known practice. However, doing so in the context of high-throughput genetic modifications of biological components is not known to the inventors. Embodiments of the disclosure model biological workflows as manufacturing processes based on roles and relationships between biological components and build products. This modeling allows embodiments of the disclosure to discern common parts of disparate biological processes and group them together on a factory order scale.

[0020] Embodiments of the disclosure also overcome the drawbacks of controlling different automated platforms running different machines in different languages. Such embodiments operate in a distributed fashion to enable communication between a software service that hosts scientists’ higher level protocol workflows and the individual automation platforms that perform the various tasks that make up the protocols. In addition, embodiments of the disclosure are device-agnostic (can work with any type of automation platform) and language-agnostic (can work with many different software languages at either end of the communication). This reduces the amount of new software and hardware which must be installed to implement biological protocols.

[0021] Generating the build graph

[0022] Embodiments of the disclosure provide systems, methods and computer-readable media storing executable instructions for generating a build graph data structure to control production in a gene manufacturing system of one or more products of interest incorporating genetic modifications.

[0023] According to embodiments of the disclosure, a factory order placement engine (otherwise known as an “order placer”) accesses a description (e.g., a sequence specification, such as a DNA specification described in detail below) of a biological workflow, wherein the description includes representations of biological components. According to alternative embodiments of the disclosure, a workflow engine accesses descriptions of one or more biological workflows, wherein each description may be represented by a factory order (produced by, e.g., the order placer) and include representations of biological components.
[0024] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine assembles a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the workflow description. In the build graph data structure, each biological component is represented by a node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels, and each relationship between two biological components is represented by an edge connecting a source node and a destination node. An edge annotation may represent a role of the component that corresponds to the source node.

[0025] One or more source nodes (at a given level of the plurality of levels) and a single destination node (at a child level of the given level) that is connected to the one or more source nodes may constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a source node at the given level within a reaction group may represent a plurality of biological components, and the destination node within the reaction group at the child level may also represent a plurality of biological components. Each reaction group represents a reaction between the one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level to produce a biological component represented by the single destination node of the reaction group at the child level. One or more destination nodes at the child level may act as one or more source nodes in a reaction group of one or more reaction groups at a grandchild level of the given level. According to embodiments of the disclosure, at least one of the one or more source nodes at the given level connects to two or more destination nodes at the child level and has a corresponding relationship with each of the corresponding connected two or more destination nodes at the child level.

[0026] One or more destination nodes at a final level of the plurality of levels may represent the one or more products of interest, which incorporate genetic modifications caused by reactions among biological components at different levels. Processing the build graph data structure results in production of the one or more products of interest. Products of interest may comprise nucleotides or microbial strains.

[0027] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine may determine that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases. If so, the workflow engine may generate the build graph data
structure based at least in part upon the common workflow phases. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the common workflow phases may belong to the same reaction group.

[0028] Embodiments of the disclosure provide a workflow engine for processing factory orders to control production in a gene manufacturing system of one or more products of interest incorporating genetic modifications. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine accesses a plurality of factory orders, where each factory order indicates one or more genetic design techniques (e.g., promoter swap) for building one or more products of interest. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each workflow phase comprises one or more reaction steps (e.g., electroporation or conjugation).

[0029] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine may determine that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders of the plurality of factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine generates a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the common workflow phases. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine may determine the two or more workflow phases or the reaction steps based at least in part upon information from the different factory orders.

[0030] According to embodiments of the disclosure, a destination node, at a given level of the build graph data structure, that represents the processing of the common workflow phases, may serve as a source node, at the given level, that connects to two or more destination nodes at a child level of the given level.

[0031] According to embodiments of the disclosure, some of the operations performed by the workflow engine may instead be performed by the order placer, particularly in systems where the order placer possesses information concerning physical attributes of the factory, including types of equipment, plate layouts, and biological components available to the factory.

[0032] Processing the build graph

[0033] Embodiments of the disclosure provide a workflow engine for processing a build graph data structure to control production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the
workflow engine accesses a build graph data structure comprising nodes and edges. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each node represents a biological component and resides at a level of a plurality of levels, and each edge connects a source node and a destination node to represent a build relationship between them.

[0034] One or more source nodes, at given level of the plurality of levels, and a single destination node, at a child level of the given level, that is connected to the one or more source nodes, may constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level. Each reaction group represents a reaction between the one or more biological components represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level to produce a biological component represented by the single destination node of the reaction group at the child level. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine traverses the build graph data structure at the plurality of levels to map the biological components corresponding to the nodes at the plurality of levels to physical laboratory equipment for producing the product of interest. According to embodiments of the disclosure, mapping the biological components comprises mapping the biological components corresponding to the nodes at the plurality of levels to reactions between biological components.

[0035] According to embodiments of the disclosure, traversing the build graph data structure comprises determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media of one or more respective physical carriers. The layout of biological components represented by nodes on the physical media of the physical carrier may comprise a plate mask.

[0036] Determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media may be based at least in part upon one or more process variations. The one or more process variations may relate to location of physical media on a physical carrier. Determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media may be based at least in part upon optimizing one or more layouts for efficient transfer of biological components from source physical media to destination physical media. The transfer may be a stamp liquid transfer operation.

[0037] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine receives a final layout of biological components on physical media of a final physical carrier, where each biological component of the final layout is represented by a destination node at a final level of the build
graph data structure, and the workflow engine determines one or more layouts of biological components on physical media of one or more respective physical carriers at corresponding one or more non-final levels of the plurality of levels.

[0038] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine determines the number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component to produce the destination component within each reaction group at the child level based at least in part upon the amount of biological component within the source physical media.

[0039] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine determines, from the one or more source nodes and the edges within each reaction group of one or more reaction groups at a given level of the build graph data structure, the number of instances of each biological component that corresponds to the one or more source nodes for all reaction groups at the given level that is used to produce one or more destination components corresponding to one or more destination nodes within the one or more reaction groups at the given level.

[0040] The workflow engine may then determine the number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component to produce the destination component within each reaction group at the given level based at least in part upon the number of instances of the corresponding biological component. The determined number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component may be based at least in part upon at least one physical constraint of the source physical media, such as the amount of biological component within the source physical media.

[0041] According to embodiments of the disclosure, a physical carrier is a plate and physical media of the physical carrier comprises multiple wells on the plate. According to embodiments of the disclosure, physical media of a physical carrier at a final level of the plurality of levels supports the product of interest. The product of interest may comprise a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

[0042] Executing biological protocols

[0043] Embodiments of the disclosure provide systems, methods and computer-readable media storing executable instructions for implement a factory equipment service interface ("FESI") for implementation of biological protocols on a plurality of automated equipment to generate a
product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications. Different pieces of the automated equipment may implement biological protocols pursuant to machine-specific instructions in respective, different machine-specific languages.

[0044] According to embodiments of the disclosure, a workflow engine issues object instructions based at least in part upon one or more factory orders, where the object instructions instruct the automated equipment to execute biological protocols. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine generates a build graph data structure representing common workflow phases for different factory orders.

[0045] Factory worker engines each translate object instructions into machine-specific instructions in a machine-specific language of a plurality of machine-specific languages. Each piece of automated equipment is operable to execute machine-specific instructions in a respective machine-specific language to implement a biological protocol to generate a biological component along a pathway to generating the product of interest. The protocol may, for example, comprise transferring biological components from source physical carriers to destination physical carriers. At least two pieces of automated equipment operate pursuant to different machine-specific languages.

[0046] According to embodiments of the disclosure, a protocol broker determines one or more automated equipment that are available to run the biological protocol based at least in part upon messages related to the one or more automated equipment. The protocol may direct object instructions from the workflow engine to corresponding factory workers for the available automated equipment.

[0047] Quality Control in high-throughput strain design systems

[0048] QC test design

[0049] Embodiments of the disclosure provide systems, methods and non-transitory computer readable media for designing quality control testing on a plurality of biological components. Embodiments provide (1) performing, in silico, one or more assays on one or more target biological components, where the in silico performance of each assay on one of the one or more biological components produces one or more assay reaction products (e.g., multiple plasmid fragments) resulting from an assay reaction (e.g., digestion) involving the one of the
one or more target biological components (e.g., a plasmid), (2) classifying two or more expected outcomes of each assay as being from the group of: at least one success mode or at least one failure mode, based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay; and (3) storing, in an assay data structure, for the one or more assay reaction products, reference information including: (a) attributes of the one or more assay reaction products, and (b) the classification of the two or more expected outcomes.

[0050] According to embodiments of the disclosure, processing of the assay data structure results in: (a) performing one or more physical assays, corresponding to the one or more in silico assays, on the one or more target biological components using physical laboratory equipment to generate one or more physical assay reaction products for each physical assay, and (b) for each physical assay, comparing the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to the at least one success mode or the at least one failure mode.

[0051] The target biological components may comprise a plasmid, and the one or more reaction products may comprise plasmid fragments. Each target biological component may comprise a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

[0052] The empirical information concerning the assay may comprise empirical information concerning the one or more assay reaction products. Classifying may be based at least in part upon the assay reaction, an assay reactant involved in the assay reaction, and the one of the one or more target biological components. Performing, in silico, one or more assays on one or more target biological components may comprise performing, in silico, at least two assays of the one or more assays on a first target biological component of the one or more target biological components.

[0053] The assay data structure can be a directed graph that includes, for the one or more assays on the one or more target biological components, a plurality of levels including a plurality of assay nodes. According to embodiments of the disclosure, in the directed graph, each assay node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels represents one of the one or more of the target biological components, one or more assay reactants, or one or more of the assay reaction products; a target assay node of the plurality of assay nodes represents, at a given level, a target biological component of the one or more target biological components; and an
assay reaction product node, of the plurality of assay nodes, that is associated with the target assay node, represents, at a child level of the given level, the one or more assay reaction products and the reference information. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the given level includes at least one assay reactant node representing at least one assay reactant that reacts \textit{in silico} with the target biological component at the given level. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the target assay node and the assay reactant node at the given level and the assay reaction product node at the child level constitute an assay reaction group of one or more assay reaction groups corresponding to the child level.

[0054] Embodiments of the disclosure mitigate challenges of designing QC tests for high throughput strain design systems by taking common aspects of similar QC tests out of their specific context and performing them together. Embodiments of the disclosure allow common processing of steps for many different QC assays where the assays share the same assay reaction steps, similar to the manner in which other embodiments of the disclosure discern common parts of disparate biological processes and group them together on a factory order scale. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each assay comprises one or more assay phases, and each assay phase comprises an assay reaction step of a plurality of assay reaction steps. Embodiments of the disclosure determine that one or more assay phases of different assays are common assay phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of the one or more assay reaction steps of the common assay phases, and generate the assay data structure based at least in part upon the common assay phases. The common assay phases may be associated with the same assay reactant. Embodiments of the disclosure determine the quantity of assay reactant needed for the common assay phases. For example, if two common assay phases perform the same assay reaction step on two different biological components, embodiments of the disclosure can compute the total amount of assay reactants needed for the common assay phases, and assign performance of the common assay phases to the appropriate physical laboratory equipment in an efficient manner. During performance of the quality control testing in the physical world embodiments of the disclosure traverse the QC test data structure (e.g., a directed graph of the data structure) to determine the amount of reactant to be used at each piece of physical laboratory equipment for the QC assays.
[0055] According to embodiments of the disclosure, classifying comprises classifying the expected outcome of each assay as at least two failure modes based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a failure mode represents a defect of the target biological component. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a failure mode represents a failure of the assay. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a first failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a failure mode represents a defective assay reactant. Embodiments of the disclosure may classify the expected assay outcomes according to any combination of the above success and failure modes.

[0056] According to embodiments of the disclosure, for the one or more assay reaction products of an assay reaction, the reference information further comprises identification of: the assay reaction, the one or more assay reaction products, or the assay reactant. The reference information attributes may include expected length, sequence, or growth capacity of the one or more assay reaction products.

[0057] According to embodiments of the disclosure, each of the one or more target biological components is produced in accordance with at least a portion of a build graph data structure, where each node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels of the build graph data structure represents at least one of one or more biological components. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the build graph data structure controls production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest, wherein the product of interest incorporates genetic modifications represented by the build graph,

[0058] According to embodiments of the disclosure, one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels of the build graph data structure, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level of the build graph data structure, that is associated with the one or more source nodes, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level of the build graph data structure. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level, to produce one or
more of the target biological components represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level of the build graph data structure.

[0059] QC test implementation

[0060] Embodiments of the disclosure perform quality control testing on a target biological component, by obtaining information concerning one or more physical assay reaction products resulting from a physical assay of a target biological component, and comparing the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to at least one success mode, to at least one failure mode, or to an indeterminate mode wherein the reference information includes expected attributes of the one or more physical assay reaction products corresponding to success and failure modes.

[0061] If the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the indeterminate mode, embodiments of the disclosure indicate that the physical assay should be performed again. If the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the at least one success mode, embodiments of the disclosure provide instructions for further processing of the target biological component in furtherance of producing a product of interest. A failure mode may represent a defect of the target biological component. A failure mode may represent a failure of the physical assay. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a first failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a failure mode represents a defective assay reactant used in a physical assay reaction of the physical assay. Embodiments of the disclosure may classify the target biological component according to any combination of the above success, failure and indeterminate modes. Embodiments of the disclosure produce a microbial strain using the quality control testing of any of the applicable embodiments described herein.

[0062] Build graph extensions

[0063] Embodiments of the disclosure provide systems, methods and non-transitory computer readable media for generating a build graph data structure for controlling production in a gene
manufacturing system of at least one product of interest incorporating genetic modifications. Embodiments of the disclosure access a description of a biological workflow, wherein the description includes representations of biological components; and assemble a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the workflow description. According to embodiments of the disclosure, in the build graph data structure, each node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels represents one or more of the biological components. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each biological component is a nucleotide, a nucleotide sequence, or a microbial strain. According to embodiments of the disclosure, one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level, that is associated with the one or more source nodes, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level, to produce one or more biological components represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level. According to embodiments of the disclosure, one or more destination nodes at the child level act as one or more source nodes in one or more reaction groups at a grandchild level of the given level. According to embodiments of the disclosure, at least one destination node at a final level of the plurality of levels represents the at least one product of interest, which incorporates genetic modifications caused by reactions among biological components at one or more different levels. According to embodiments of the disclosure, processing the build graph data structure results in production of the at least one product of interest.

[0064] Non-deterministic operations on biological components

[0065] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the destination node in a first reaction group of the one or more reaction groups represents a non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from one or more reactions applied to one or more biological components represented by the one or more source nodes in the first reaction group. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the destination node represents the non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from insertion of one of one or more first biological components at one or more non-deterministic locations of a second biological component, wherein the second biological component is a biological sequence. According to embodiments
of the disclosure, the destination node represents the non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from non-deterministic changes to one or more biological components at one or more corresponding, specified locations within a second biological component, wherein the second biological component is a biological sequence. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the non-deterministic changes are limited to a replacement at each of the one or more specified locations within the second biological component with one of the one or more first biological components. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each first biological component is a nucleotide and the second biological component is a nucleotide sequence. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a first biological component of the biological components is a plasmid payload and a second biological component of the biological components is a plasmid backbone.

[0066] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the one or more biological components that are represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level of the build graph data structure are microbial strains, and a reaction between the strains comprises horizontal gene transfer between the strains.

[0067] Embodiments of the disclosure provide systems, methods and non-transitory media storing instructions for generating a factory order to control production of biological sequences by a gene manufacturing system. Embodiments of the disclosure (1) receive an expression indicating a first non-deterministic operation on a first sequence operand, wherein sequence operands represent biological sequence parts, the first sequence operand representing one or more biological sequence parts; (2) execute instructions to evaluate the expression to a sequence specification, wherein the sequence specification comprises a data structure including (a) one or more first-level non-deterministic operations, including the first non-deterministic operation, to be performed on one or more first-level sequence operands including the first sequence operand, and (b) one or more second-level operations, the execution of which resolves one or more values of the one or more first-level sequence operands; and (3) generating a factory order based upon execution of one or more of the first-level operations and one or more of the second-level operations, the factory order for use by the gene manufacturing system to generate biological sequence parts, wherein the one or more first-level non-deterministic operations correspond to protocols for generating the biological sequence parts.
[0068] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the one or more first-level non-deterministic operations also correspond to physical laboratory equipment for generating the biological sequence parts. Embodiments of the disclosure employ a directed build graph data structure to generate the factory order, determine that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases, and assemble the build graph data structure based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

[0069] Embodiments of the disclosure produce a microbial strain by any of the preceding methods of the embodiments of the disclosure described above.

[0070] These and other embodiments are more fully described below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0071] Figure 1 illustrates a laboratory information management system of embodiments of the disclosure for the design, building, testing, and analysis of nucleotide sequences.

[0072] Figure 2 is a flow chart illustrating a process for designing and building nucleotide sequences, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

[0073] Figure 3 illustrates an example of a recursive concatenation function enabled by embodiments of the disclosure.

[0074] Figure 4 illustrates an example of an annotated DNA sequence including two sets of promoters, genes, and terminators, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

[0075] Figure 5 illustrates a promoter swap operation applied to the sequence of Figure 4, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

[0076] Figure 6 provides a graphical representation of a DNA specification of a replace-locate cross-product function, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

[0077] Figure 7 illustrates an example of a computer system that may be used to implement embodiments of the disclosure.
[0078] Figure 8 illustrates an example of a factory build graph, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

[0079] Figure 9 illustrates another example of a factory build graph, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

[0080] Figure 10 illustrates a factory equipment service interface, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

[0081] Figure 11 illustrates a cloud computing environment according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0082] Figure 12 illustrates a directed graph representing quality control testing, according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0083] Figure 13 is an example QC graph illustrating how embodiments of the disclosure enable design of QC tests that efficiently use the same assay reactant in different assay reactions.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0084] The present description is made with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which various example embodiments are shown. However, many different example embodiments may be used, and thus the description should not be construed as limited to the example embodiments set forth herein. Rather, these example embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete. Various modifications to the exemplary embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments and applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure. Thus, the present disclosure is not intended to be limited to the embodiments shown, but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and features disclosed herein.

[0085] Embodiments of the Codon application (much of which is directly recited in this disclosure) include the generation of a factory order to control production of nucleotide sequences by a gene manufacturing system. Systems, methods, and computer readable media are described that: receive an expression indicating an operation on sequence operands, each representing at least one nucleotide sequence part; evaluating the expression to a sequence
specification, wherein the sequence specification comprises a data structure including one or more first-level operations and one or more second-level operations; and generating a factory order based upon execution of the one or more first-level operations and the one or more second-level operations. In a recursive manner, the one or more first-level operations operate on at least one first-level sequence operand, the value of which is resolved by execution of one or more of the second-level operations. The factory order may then be provided to the gene manufacturing system to assemble the sequence parts into nucleotide sequences represented by the sequence specification.

[0086] In embodiments of the disclosure, the factory order may be based on parameters, included in the specification data structure, that relate to how one or more of the first-level operations or one or more second-level operations are to be reified (physically achieved) by the gene manufacturing system. In some embodiments, the parameters may include a first parameter to be used by the gene manufacturing system in the reification of a first second-level operation of the one or more second-level operations, and a second parameter, different from the first parameter and representing the same category of parameters as the first parameter, to be used by the gene manufacturing system in the reification of a second second-level operation of the one or more second-level operations. As examples, the first parameter may indicate a first assembly method, temperature, sequence part source, or primer source, and the second parameter may indicate a second, different assembly method, temperature, sequence part source, or primer source, respectively.

[0087] In the process of generating a factory order, the recursive data structure described in the Codon application may be traversed to extract the collection of output strain or DNA designs along with input and intermediate parts that would be used in the construction of these designs. In embodiments of the Codon application, the data structure that holds these input, intermediate, and final DNA sequences is denoted a “factory build graph.” This factory build graph (hereafter alternately referred to as a “build graph”) may be used along with a predefined workflow for performing the DNA sequence assembly work, to produce the desired output designs in physical form.

[0088] System Overview
[0089] Figure 1 is a system diagram of a laboratory information management system (LIMS) of embodiments of the disclosure for the design, building, testing, and analysis of DNA sequences. Figure 2 is a corresponding flow diagram. In embodiments of LIMS, one or more changes are made to an input DNA sequence at a time, resulting in a single output sequence for each change or change set. To optimize strains (e.g., manufacture microbes that efficiently produce an organic compound with high yield), LIMS produces many such DNA output sequences at a time, so that they may be analyzed within the same timeframe to determine which host cells, and thus which modifications to the input sequence, best achieve the desired properties. As will be seen below, the genomic design language of embodiments of the disclosure provides compact, human-readable expressions to generate many genome designs in parallel.

[0090] In some embodiments the system enables the design of multiple nucleotide sequence constructs (such as DNA constructs like promoters, codons, or genes), each with one or more changes, and creates a work order (i.e., “factory order”) to instruct a gene manufacturing system, factory 210, to build the nucleotide sequence constructs in the form of microbes carrying the constructs. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the factory order may be reified by a factory build graph along with a predefined manufacturing execution workflow. Examples of microbes that may be built include, without limitation, hosts such as bacteria, fungi, and yeast. According to the system, the microbes are then tested for their properties (e.g., yield, titer). In feedback-loop fashion, the results are analyzed to iteratively improve upon the designs of prior generations to achieve more optimal microbe performance.

[0091] Although the disclosure primarily refers to DNA constructs, those skilled in the art will recognize that the embodiments herein may readily be extended to any nucleotide sequence/nucleic acid sequence (e.g., messenger RNA, any such sequence in an IUPAC alphabet) and is not just limited to DNA sequences. Moreover, although the design, build, test and analysis process is described herein primarily in the context of microbial genome modification, those skilled in the art will recognize that this process may be used for desired gene modification and expression goals in any type of host cell.

[0092] Referring to Figures 1 and 2 in more detail, an input interface 202, such as a computer running a program editor, receives statements of a program/script that is used to develop the design of one or more DNA output sequences (see 302 in Figure 2). Such a genomic design
program language may be referred to herein as the “Codon” programming language developed by the assignee of the present invention. A powerful feature of embodiments of the disclosure is the ability to develop designs for a very large number of DNA sequences (e.g., microbial strains, plasmids) within the same program with just a few procedural statements.

[0093] Program statements may comprise a keyword, specifying an operation, and at least one argument, a function call designated by a function name to call followed by zero or more arguments (whose return value is then discarded upon evaluation), or an assignment of an expression or value to a variable which can be included in subsequent expressions by the variable’s name. An expression is a collection of symbols that can be evaluated (resolved) to a value. A function call may be used as a statement or an expression.

[0094] Here, the editor enables a user to enter and edit the program, e.g., through graphical or text entry or via menus or forms using a keyboard and mouse on a computing device, such as that described with respect to Figure 7. Those skilled in the art will recognize that other input interfaces 202 may be employed without the need for direct user input, e.g., the input interface 202 may employ an application programming interface (API), and receive statements in files comprising the program from another computing device. The input interface 202 may communicate with other elements of the system over local or remote connections.

[0095] An interpreter or compiler/execution unit 204 evaluates program statements into novel DNA specification data structures of embodiments of the disclosure (304). Data structure details will be described below. (A “DNA specification” may also be referred to herein according to its data type “DnaSpecification.” Moreover, the term “DNA specification” is not limited to just DNA sequences, but rather applies to any nucleotide sequence. The “DNA specification” as used herein refers to a specification of how to create one or more DNA/nucleotide sequence(s) from input arguments and an instruction such as “concatenate.” If the DNA specification is evaluated, then it may also record its output sequences as described below.)

[0096] The terms “interpreter” and “compiler/execution unit” shall be used interchangeably herein, as embodiments of the disclosure may be implemented with either an interpreter or a compiler; the program statements may be either interpreted or compiled. If a compiler is employed, it would be followed by an execution unit in the system of the disclosure.
[0097] Typically, at the end, the program script will include a “create” statement identifying the DnaSpecification representing the program’s final output to include in a “design campaign.” The design campaign itself is a precursor to a factory order for the production of DNA sequences, as will be described below. One or more create statements may be provided; if multiple such statements are used, the collection of DNA specifications is held together in a top-level “list” specification.

[0098] The interpreter 204 evaluates the DNA specification argument of the create statement into the design campaign represented via the DnaSpecification data type. The create statement itself may include an indicator (e.g., a flag or other indicator) read by an order placement engine 208 indicating that the argument of the create statement is to be used to generate a factory order for producing a sequence identified by the argument.

[0099] In embodiments of the disclosure, at this stage, the interpreter 204 may execute the operations specified by the DNA specification so that its data structure includes resolved outputs. However, in other embodiments, the interpreter 204 would not execute those operations, and the output DNA specification data structure would not include any outputs that have been resolved. Instead, as described below, an execution engine 207 would resolve the outputs.

[0100] In evaluating expressions, the interpreter 204 may refer to one or more sources of DNA sequence data, such as custom/local databases, public databases, or user-provided files (collectively referred to herein as a “library” for the sake of convenience). Similar to the design of electronic circuits, synthetic biology designs may be composed hierarchically from libraries of reusable components. A library 206 may include data (e.g., annotations) reflecting properties of DNA sequences and microbes. For example, the library may include data representing the DNA sequences for different strains of E. coli, the locations of promoters and terminators within known DNA sequences, and the locations of genes within a microbial strain. The library may, for example, include a database containing thousands of DNA components—some of them entire microbial strain genomes, some of them smaller gene parts. Codon statements may refer to any of these by a unique ID. The library 206 may also refer to the outputs of prior Codon evaluation runs—design campaigns or factory orders—both of which may be embodied in the DnaSpecification data type. In particular, the library 206 may
store “libraries” of genotype-phenotype correlation data resulting from the analysis phase
describe herein, to allow for the selection of base strains and genetic modifications as
candidates to achieve desired phenotypic properties for new factory runs.

[00101] DnaSpecifications may also be referred to by ID. According to embodiments of the
disclosure, IDs may be issued by the interpreter 204 in non-overlapping sequences to
DnaComponents and DnaSpecifications alike, so they may be used interchangeably as inputs
within a library. However, by using separate lookup functions for DnaComponents and
DnaSpecifications, the system and the user can differentiate between DnaComponents and
DnaSpecifications even if the same ID would be a valid identifier for either a DnaComponent
or DnaSpecification within the collection of each type. In addition, the library may store a
DNA sequence in a file (typically in FASTA or genbank format) that can be used in the Codon
script.

[00102] In embodiments, an execution engine 207, instead of the interpreter 204, may
execute the DNA specification (307). For example, the execution engine 207 may execute one
or more operators specified by the DNA specification, applying the operators to the
appropriate inputs specified by the DNA specification. At this point, the DNA specification
data structure would include the resulting resolved outputs, as well as the one or more
operators and inputs (and parameters, discussed below). These outputs may be expressed as an
ordered list of DNA components (e.g., cross-product elements described in examples below).

[00103] In embodiments, the order placement engine (alternatively called a
specification/campaign interpreter or factory order placer) 208 interprets the DNA
specification representing the design campaign and determines which intermediate DNA parts
will be produced or will be needed as inputs to the factory 210 (308). In general, in some
embodiments, the factory order placer 208 requires two inputs: a DnaSpecification and
workflow information to indicate what is being built (DnaSpec) and how the user intends to
build it (workflow). Based on that, the factory order placer 208 can compute the intermediate
parts that will be required for that workflow process using libraries of known parameters and
known algorithms that obey known heuristics and other properties (e.g., optimal melting
temperature to run on common equipment). In embodiments of the disclosure, the sequence
specification itself may specify intermediate inputs as well as parameters indicating workflows
and properties for beginning, intermediate and final operations.
[00104] Through the factory build graph, the order placement engine 208 transforms the DNA specification from a logical specification into a physical manufacturing process. The precursor and intermediate parts required for the workflow process, as identified by the order placement engine 208 in the manner described above, along with the outputs identified in the executed DnaSpecification, are recorded by the order placement engine 208 into the factory build graph data structure. (The precursor nucleotide sequence parts, e.g., primers, are the starting parts of the nucleotide sequence assembly process—those parts other than intermediate parts/assemblies or final parts/strains—and have no dependencies upon other sequences in the build graph.) In embodiments, this is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where: each node represents a nucleotide sequence part such as a precursor sequence part, an intermediate sequence part, or a final sequence part, or a final strain; and edges are used to communicate which biological components are inputs to a process creating a particular further intermediate or output part. The particular “role” of each precursor or intermediate part in producing its successor(s) is also recorded in each edge of the build graph (i.e., in the portion of the data structure representing the edge) by the order placement engine 208. The particular shape of the build graph is defined by the user-provided workflow, which is a representation of the actual physical steps performed in a particular laboratory protocol that would produce, through a series of changes, the final desired design. The order placement engine 208 may determine each role from a priori knowledge of the role necessitated by the workflow.

[00105] The resulting factory order may include a combination of a prescribed set of steps, as well as the parameters, inputs and outputs for each of those steps for each DNA sequence to be constructed. The factory order may include a DNA parts list including a starting microbial base strain, a list of primers, guide RNA sequences, or other template components or reagent specifications necessary to effect the workflow, along with one or more manufacturing workflow specifications for different operations within the DNA specification, as discussed further below. These primary, intermediate, and final parts or strains may be reified via a factory build graph; the workflow steps refer to elements of the build graph with various roles. The order placement engine 208 may refer to the library 206 for the information discussed above. This information is used to reify the design campaign operations in physical (as opposed to in silico) form at the factory 210 based upon conventional techniques for nucleotide sequence synthesis, as well as custom techniques developed by users or others.
[00106] For example, assume a recursive DNA specification has a top-level function of circularize and its input is a chain of concatenate specifications. The factory order placer 208 may interpret that series of inputs such that a person or robot in the lab may perform a PCR reaction to amplify each of the inputs and then assemble them into a circular plasmid, according to conventional techniques or custom/improved techniques developed by the user. The factory order may specify the PCR products that should be created in order to do the assembly. The factory order may also provide the primers that should be purchased in order to perform the PCR.

[00107] In another example, assume a DNA specification specifies a top-level function of replace. The factory order placer 208 may interpret this as a cell transformation (a process that replaces one section of a genome with another in a live cell). Furthermore, the inputs to the replace function may include parameters that indicate the source of the DNA (e.g., cut out of another plasmid, amplified off some other strain).

[00108] The order placement engine 208 may communicate the factory order to the factory 210 over local or remote connections. Based upon the factory order, the factory 210 may acquire short DNA parts from outside vendors and internal storage, and employ techniques known in the art, such as the Gibson assembly protocol or the Golden Gate Assembly protocol, to assemble DNA sequences corresponding to the input designs (310). As discussed in more detail below with respect to the factory build graph, the roles assigned to edges in the graph specify how the components corresponding to nodes of the build graph are to be used in various techniques (e.g., Gibson assembly) and how they are combined in a multiplexed operation (such as happens on a 96-well plate). The factory order itself may specify which techniques to employ during beginning, intermediate and final stages of manufacture. For example, many laboratory protocols include a PCR amplification step that requires a template sequence and two primer sequences. The factory 210 may be implemented partially or wholly using robotic automation.

[00109] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the factory order may specify the production in the factory 210 of hundreds or thousands of DNA constructs, each with a different genetic makeup. The DNA constructs are typically circularized to form plasmids for insertion into the base strain. In the factory 210, the base strain is prepared to receive the assembled plasmid, which is then inserted.
[00110] The resulting DNA sequences assembled at the factory 210 are tested using test equipment 212 (312). During testing, the microbe strains are subjected to quality control (QC) assessments based upon size and sequencing methods. The resulting, modified strains that pass QC may then be transferred from liquid or colony cultures on to plates. Under environmental conditions that model production conditions, the strains are grown and then assayed to test performance (e.g., desired product concentration). The same test process may be performed in flasks or tanks.

[00111] In feedback-loop fashion, the results may be analyzed by analysis equipment 214 to determine which microbes exhibit desired phenotypic properties (314). During the analysis phase, the modified strain cultures are evaluated to determine their performance, i.e., their expression of desired phenotypic properties, including the ability to be produced at industrial scale. The analysis phase uses, among other things, image data of plates to measure microbial colony growth as an indicator of colony health. The analysis equipment 214 is used to correlate genetic changes with phenotypic performance, and save the resulting genotype-phenotype correlation data in libraries, which may be stored in library 206, to inform future microbial production.

[00112] LIMS iterates the design/build/test/analyze cycle based on the correlations developed from previous factory runs. During a subsequent cycle, the analysis equipment 214, alone or in conjunction with human operators, may select the best candidates as base strains for input back into input interface 202, using the correlation data to fine tune genetic modifications to achieve better phenotypic performance with finer granularity. In this manner, the laboratory information management system of embodiments of the disclosure implements a quality improvement feedback loop.

[00113] Data structures

[00114] Unlike some conventional techniques for nucleotide sequence assembly, embodiments of the disclosure do not require an input of literal strings directly representing desired sequences. The editor or other input interface may instead, or in addition, receive statements expressed in a high-order genomic description language of embodiments of the disclosure. As indicated above, each high-order statement evaluates to a “DNA specification,” having data type DnaSpecification, in embodiments of the disclosure. The DNA specification
is a data structure indicating at least one operation on at least one DNA part represented by at least one DNA operand (of data type DnaInput). (A DNA “part” herein refers to a DNA sequence, e.g., a promoter, a gene, a terminator, or any combination thereof. More generally, embodiments of the disclosure apply to any nucleotide sequence parts.) A DnaInput may be either a DnaComponent (an unambiguous representation of a single DNA sequence) or another DnaSpecification. The input itself may be the output of a previous Codon statement within the script or a Codon script output from a prior run/evaluation of the script, giving rise to a recursive data structure describing an ordered set of operations to perform on other DnaInputs specified as arguments to that DnaSpecification.

[00115] In some embodiments, a DNA specification may indicate a unary operation to be performed on a DNA part (e.g., circularize), or a binary operation to be performed on two or more DNA parts (e.g., concatenate, replace). In some embodiments, the DNA specification describes combinatorial assemblies of DNA sequences.

[00116] In short, a DNA specification may provide:

- a structured collection of DNA components
- a compact representation of DNA sequence relationships
- a concise description of combinatorial design
- a nested organization for varying layers of detail and abstraction
- an exchange format between designers and manufacturers of DNA assemblies

[00117] A DNA specification, in some embodiments, has three parts:

- One or more sets of ordered inputs
- one or more modifying actions
- one set of ordered outputs

[00118] Note that even in the case of functions taking “unary” inputs, such as the circularize function, the “unary” input may itself be a list of inputs. In this case, execution of the function would emit a list of circularized DNA sequences, each created from a single linear input sequence from the list. Binary functions (e.g., concatenate) may operate on two such lists, combining elements of each list as specified by a function modifier (DOT (dot product) or CROSS (cross product)) that indicates whether the elements of the two lists are combined via a “zipper” (dot product) operation (for input lists L and R, for all ‘i’, L[i] OP R[i], where “OP” represents a dot product operation), or via a “cross product”
operation (for input lists L and R, for all ‘i’, for all ‘j’, \[i \text{ OP } R[j]\], where “OP” here represents a cross product operation). The result for each list may respectively be viewed as a vector or a matrix.

[00119] In some embodiments, a DNA operand within a DNA specification may be represented as either a DNA specification itself or as a DNA component, and a DNA component may represent a DNA part with a literal alphanumeric string directly representing a sequence of nucleotides. In some embodiments, as mentioned above the DNA component may also include metadata annotations describing properties of a DNA part, such as identification number, source, molecular form (e.g., linear, circular).

[00120] Notably, as described above, in some embodiments the DNA operand of the DNA specification may represent a list of DNA parts. These lists of parts can be a list of DNA components, a DNA specification, or a list of DNA specifications.

[00121] DNA component

[00122] As a prelude to a discussion of DNA specifications, an example of a DNA component, using the dna() function, follows:

```python
sequence = "GATACA"
print "The sequence is: " + sequence
myFirstDna = dna(sequence)
print "Here is a DnaComponent:
print myFirstDna
```

In this example, the interpreter would return:

```
The sequence is: GATACA
Here is a DnaComponent:
DnaComponent:
  Id: -1
  Name: dna string
  Description: literal: GATACA
  Molecular form: LINEAR
  Sequence: GATACA
```

[00123] Using DNA components, the interpreter 204 enables specifying a DNA sequence directly in the script, or by loading it from the library. For example, a user can directly specify a short DNA sequence within the dna() function itself, e.g.,
myPrimer = dna("AAGTGTGAC").

Alternatively, the user may load from the library a DNA component by its ID or its name, using the dnaComponent() function:

plasmidBackbone = dnaComponent(13000109030) # Backbone referenced by a universal ID.

anotherBackbone = dnaComponent("my-backbone") # Another backbone, referenced by name.

As another alternative, a user may load from the library the DNA component that represents the sequence for a microbial strain, using the dnaForStrain() function:

aFamousSequence = dnaForStrain(7000000000) # Also accepts the strain name as an argument.

More generally, a DNA sequence may be identified explicitly (i.e., from a string), from a local source (file, database), or from a public source (e.g., NCBI).

DNA specification

With reference to the DNA specification, the interpreter 204 also enables a user to identify DNA specifications, including, for example, by loading from the library an entire DNA specification, using the dnaSpecification() function:

somePrimers = dnaSpecification(18000000000) # The argument represents an identifier of the DNA specification.

This last example returns a DNA specification, whereas the previous examples returned a DNA component. Since both of these represent data of type DnaInput (the "supertype" of these two types), they are frequently interchangeable in DNA-modifying functions. That is, a program may create more complicated DNA specifications for campaigns by referencing either DNA components or DNA specifications as arguments. As will be discussed herein, even for complicated specifications, the DNA specification nevertheless provides a compact, human-readable data structure that enables the handling and creation of large numbers of sequences.

Note that the DnaInput value may be a DnaComp (DNA component, "DnaComp" and "DnaComponent" are used interchangeably herein to refer to variables or values of type
“DnaComponent”), a DnaSpec (DNA specification, “DnaSpec” and “DnaSpecification” are used interchangeably herein to refer to variables or values of type “DnaSpecification”), a LocatedDnaSpec, a List[DnaComp] (a list of DNA components), or a List[DnaSpec] (a list of DNA specifications).

[00131] Concatenation function

[00132] The genomic design programming language and operations of embodiments of the disclosure support many different functions. As an example, Codon enables concatenation of DNA parts to make larger assemblies. Codon enables specification of individual sequences with DNA component functions such as dna(), dnaForStrain(), and dnaComponent(). As an example when working with individual (scalar) values, Codon enables the concatenation of two scalar strings (using the “+” concatenation function) as follows:

```python
left = "left side"
right = "right side"
combinedString = left + right
```

[00133] LIMS, however, is particularly designed to design, build, test and analyze multiple DNA sequences at a time. Thus, Codon enables the user to work with lists of DNA sequences by, for example, loading a DNA specification (DnaSpec) that represents multiple DNA sequences with the function dnaSpecification(). A program may create a DNA specification (DnaSpec) that represents a list of sequences by, for example, uploading to the library a file in known Genbank or CSV formats.

[00134] Concatenation of lists of sequences may be performed in at least two ways. If the lists are the same length, the DNA specification may specify concatenation of the items element-wise. Execution of the DNA specification by the interpreter 204 (or in other embodiments, the execution engine 207) would concatenate [a, b, c] and [d, e, f] as ad, be, cf. This function is denoted a “dot product.” Alternatively, the DNA specification may specify concatenation of lists of any lengths via their Cartesian cross-product product to concatenate all possible pairs. Using the same example lists, the interpreter 204 (or in other embodiments, the execution engine 207) would concatenate the cross-product outputs as ad, ae, af, bd, be, bf, cd, ce, and cf. These outputs may be expressed as DNA components. As described herein, if the cross product would result in a very large number of outputs relative to memory capacity, the system 200 may employ sampling to reduce the number of outputs produced. As described
further below, different sampling techniques may be employed, including weighting sample sets to include gene parts that have been determined during prior build and test cycles to have produced or influenced beneficial phenotypic properties. The order placement engine 208, then creates a factory order based on the outputs.

[00135] Codon represents the concatenation function in different ways. The concat() function will take two DnaInput arguments and concatenate the elements. The function includes a function modifier [*] or [x] between the function name and the argument list to indicate whether it is dot or cross product, as in the example below:

```plaintext
left = dnaSpecification(18000000001)
right = dnaSpecification(18000000002)
dotProducts = concat[*](left, right)
crossProducts = concat[x](left, right)
```

[00136] Because DNA concatenation is so similar to string concatenation, something that is typically done using math-like binary operators in modern programming languages, Codon offers a shorthand for concatenation: using the * or x directly to indicate concatenation, as shown in the following example.

```plaintext
left = dnaSpecification(18000000001)
right = dnaSpecification(18000000002)
dotProducts = left * right
crossProducts = left x right
moreDna = dnaSpecification(18000000003)
# You can use ( ) together with * or x to indicate associativity, which may affect build order.
bigCrossProduct1 = left x (right x moreDna)
bigCrossProduct2 = (left x right) x moreDna
# You can also make associativity explicit with multiple statements. Note that default operators of equal precedence will be evaluated left-to-right. (e.g., bigCrossProduct2 expresses the default.)

# The following is equivalent to bigCrossProduct1:
compoundRightSide = right x moreDna
bigCrossProduct3 = left x compoundRightSide
```

[00137] Recursion
Referring to Figure 3, the following is an example of implementation of a recursive concatenation function enabled by embodiments of the disclosure. Here, recursion refers to the organization of information or functions in levels or layers, where objects contain other similar objects, or the evaluation of a function depends on evaluation of other, similar sub-functions. In this example, the concatenation function, as well as the DNA specification, is recursive.

Before circularization of the output “total” below into plasmid form, the example function in linear form may be expressed as:

\[
\text{total} = (p1 \times p2) \times (p3 \times p4)
\]

where \( p1 \times p2 \) and \( p3 \times p4 \), and \( p1, p2, p3 \) and \( p4 \) represent promoters.

Here, the cross product concatenation of alpha and beta is the outer function, where each of alpha and beta represents an inner cross product of two promoters. Note that any of the inputs to the cross product function can be a list of inputs and not just a single input.

To implement this functionality in the programming language of embodiments of the disclosure, the input interface 202 may receive from the user or another computing device the following script. (In the code below, total is renamed “myplasmid” after circularization, and alpha and beta are, respectively, renamed “left side” and “right side.” Thus, my plasmid = circularized (left side x right side).) Also, note that comments in program code may be represented by either “/\*” or “#” herein.

```plaintext
p1 = [ dna("AAA"), dna("AAG"), dna("AAT"), dna("AAC") ] // a list of promoters, here each represented by a literal string representing three nucleotides
p2 = dna("TT") // a single (scalar) string representing a promoter
p3 = [ dna("CCA"), dna("CCC"), dna("CCG"), dna("CCT") ] // a list of promoters
p4 = dna("GG") // a single promoter

setparam "name", "left side" // Assigns the string value “left side” to the name parameter of the DNA specification that follows setparam ("alpha").

setparam "leftTailLen", 25 // Sets the maximum left tail length
```
of alpha to 25 base pairs for PCR amplification at the factory.
alpha = p1 x p2 // alpha is cross product of p1 and p2
setparam "name", "right side" // Assigns beta the name "right side."
setparam "leftTailLen", 50 // Set left tail length of beta to 50 base pairs.
beta = p3 x p4 // beta is cross product of p3 and p4
setparam "name", "my linear seq" //Assigns total the name "my linear seq"
total = alpha x beta // total is cross product of alpha and beta, which themselves are each cross products
setparam "name", "my plasmid" // Assigns the name value "my plasmid" to the output of the circularized version of total
out = circularize(total) // circularizes the linear total string into a plasmid representation
create out // specifies that "out" represents a design campaign

[00142] In this example, the interpreter 204 would populate the DNA specification with the function/operator, inputs and parameters, but would not execute the function to resolve the outputs. The resulting DNA specification “my plasmid” follows below, and is illustrated as a tree data structure 350 in Figure 3. Note that the myplasmid DNA specification data structure is recursive, including child DNA specifications (“Child DnaSpec”), and that the child DNA specifications, in this example, include DNA components representing the input sequence operands.

DnaSpecification:

Id: 18000000498
Name: my plasmid
Description: circularize
Creating app: codon 1.0.0-SNAPSHOT-477743830d11c9b0fbfaa80cd0ad98c7bc3547ba()
Sequence Function: CIRCULARIZE (UNARY) // top-level function (352) (reference numerals refer to Figure 3 tree data structure)
dnaInputs:
items:
  Child DnaSpec: id=18000000497 {
    DnaSpecification:
    Id: 18000000497
    Name: my linear seq
Description: cross product concatenation
Creating app: codon 1.0.0-SNAPSHOT-477743830d11c9b0fbfaa80cd0ad98c7bc3547ba()
Sequence Function: CONCATENATE (CROSS) // (354)
dnaInputs:
  left: // "left side" = cross product of list [AAA, AAG, AAT, AAC] x TT

Child DnaSpec: id=18000000496 {
  DnaSpecification:
    Id: 18000000496
    Name: left side
    Description: cross product concatenation
Creating app: codon 1.0.0-SNAPSHOT-477743830d11c9b0fbfaa80cd0ad98c7bc3547ba()
Sequence Function: CONCATENATE (CROSS) // (356)

dnaInputs:
  left: // the list [AAA, AAG, AAT, AAC], represented by DNA component literal strings
    DnaComponents:
      DnaComponent: id=13000119900 {
        DnaComponent:
          Id: 13000119900
          Name: dna string
          Description: literal: AAA
          Molecular form: LINEAR
          Sequence: AAA
      }
      DnaComponent: id=13000119899 {
        DnaComponent:
          Id: 13000119899
          Name: dna string
          Description: literal: AAG
          Molecular form: LINEAR
          Sequence: AAG
      }
      DnaComponent: id=13000119898 {
        DnaComponent:
          Id: 13000119898
          Name: dna string
          Description: literal: AAT
          Molecular form: LINEAR
          Sequence: AAT
      }
      DnaComponent: id=13000119897 {
        DnaComponent:
          Id: 13000119897
          Name: dna string
          Description: literal: AAC
Molecular form: LINEAR
Sequence: AAC

}

right: // the scalar TT
DnaComponents:
  DnaComponent: id=13000119896 {
    DnaComponent:
      Id: 13000119896
      Name: dna string
      Description: literal: TT
      Molecular form: LINEAR
      Sequence: TT

}

Parameters:
  leftTailLen: 25
}

right: // “right side” = cross product of list
[CCA, CCC, CCG, CCT] x GG
  Child DnaSpec: id=18000000495 {
    DnaSpecification:
      Id: 18000000495
      Name: right side
      Description: cross product concatenation
      Creating app: codon 1.0.0-SNAPSHOT-477743830d11c9b0fbfaa80cd0ad98c7bc3547ba()
      Sequence Function: CONCATENATE (CROSS)

    // (358)

    dnaInputs:
      left: // the list [CCA, CCC, CCG, CCT]
        DnaComponents:
          DnaComponent: id=13000119895 {
            DnaComponent:
              Id: 13000119895
              Name: dna string
              Description: literal: CCA
              Molecular form: LINEAR
              Sequence: CCA

          }
          DnaComponent: id=13000119894 {
            DnaComponent:
              Id: 13000119894
              Name: dna string
              Description: literal: CCC
              Molecular form: LINEAR
              Sequence: CCC

          }
          DnaComponent: id=13000119893 {
            DnaComponent:
Id: 13000119893  
Name: dna string  
Description: literal: CCG  
Molecular form: LINEAR  
Sequence: CCG  
}

DnaComponent: id=13000119892 {  
  DnaComponent:  
    Id: 13000119892  
    Name: dna string  
    Description: literal: CCT  
    Molecular form: LINEAR  
    Sequence: CCT  
  }

right: // the scalar GG  
DnaComponents:  
  DnaComponent: id=13000119891 {  
    DnaComponent:  
      Id: 13000119891  
      Name: dna string  
      Description: literal: GG  
      Molecular form: LINEAR  
      Sequence: GG  
  }

Parameters:  
  leftTailLen: 50  
}

Parameters:  
  leftTailLen: 50  
}

Parameters:  
  leftTailLen: 50  

[00143] Assuming no sampling, the execution engine 207 would execute the DNA specification cross product operators on the operands to produce the following 16 sequences (which may be represented as DNA components). A sequence listing is provided with this disclosure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEQ ID NO.</th>
<th></th>
<th>SEQ ID NO.</th>
<th></th>
<th>SEQ ID NO.</th>
<th></th>
<th>SEQ ID NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAATTCAGG</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO. 1</td>
<td>AAATTCAGG</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO. 2</td>
<td>AAATTCAGG</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO. 3</td>
<td>AAATTCAGG</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAATTCCTGG</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO. 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An advantageous feature of embodiments of the disclosure is that the order placement engine 208 may employ the DNA specification data structure, such as that above, to inform its generation of a factory order beyond merely providing output nucleotide sequences for the factory 210 to produce. As noted above, the data structure is in the form of a tree, as illustrated in Figure 3. The order placement engine 208 may traverse the tree structure from the leaves (e.g., leaf nodes corresponding to 356, 358) to the branches to the root node (e.g., corresponding to 352) to determine the operations performed at each stage of execution, as well as the inputs, factory workflow and other parameters employed at each stage. The order placement engine 208 may incorporate this information into the factory order. (Note that the “performance” of operations herein may alternately refer to in silico execution of the operations by the execution engine 207 or the interpreter 204 (depending upon the embodiment) or corresponding physical in vivo or in vitro physical reification of the operations in the gene manufacturing system, depending upon the context of the discussion herein, as would be recognized by those skilled in the art. For example, a concatenation operation on two nucleotide sequences would be performed logically by a computer device, whereas it would be physically reified by the joining together of two physical sequences in the factory.)

Thus, unlike conventional sequence design implementations, embodiments of the present disclosure provide a data structure for sequence design that informs the factory order placer (here the order placement engine 208) of not just the final sequence output, but also operational and contextual information at beginning, intermediate and ending stages of design development. The carrying forward of this information relieves the burden on the factory 210
to determine all beginning and intermediate parts, workflows and other parameters, thus improving the efficiency of production of the desired sequences. For example, based on this information in the DNA specification, the order placement engine 208 may determine the initial base strain to be modified, as well as potentially different promoters, workflows, temperature settings, and primers to be used at the factory 210 at different intermediate stages in the process of assembling the final, desired nucleotide sequence. For example, the tolerated range of annealing temperatures may be different for amplifying from genomic DNA than for amplifying from plasmid DNA.

[00146] The setparam keyword in the DNA specification may be used to set the name and description of any created DNA specifications, as well as other attributes governing how the factory operations are to be performed. The setparam statement takes two arguments, a parameter name, and a value to assign to it. Some parameters use a single string value, others can use a single string or a list of strings. The "name" and "description" parameters will set the most obvious user-visible properties of a DnaSpec. The following is a non-exhaustive list of parameters that can be specified using setparam:

- amplifyPart - A boolean value of "true" or "false" to specify whether the part should be amplified.
- assemblyMethod - The construction method to use at the factory to assemble the constructs. E.g., one of "yeast homologous recombination", "gibson", or "LCR"
- description - The description to assign to the DnaSpec/campaign.
- groupName - The name to assign to the collection of assembly parts produced by a particular DnaSpecification. May be used in conjunction with amplifyPart.
- leftTailLen and rightTailLen - Integer values specifying the maximum tail length to generate for amplification
- name - The name to assign to the DnaSpec/campaign.
- notes - A longer free-form set of notes about the campaign for human reference. This may be a list of strings.
outputName - A string or list of strings specifying the names to assign the DnaComponents that are generated by the DnaSpec created with this parameter name. (e.g., if you are circularizing a set of inputs, you can setparam "outputName", ["myCircular1", "myCircular2", ... ] to name the different circularized constructs.

primerSource – E.g., one of "IDT" (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.) or "library", to specify the source of primers for a campaign.

plasmidSource – E.g., one of "build" or "library" to specify source of plasmids for a campaign.

targetAnnealingTemperature – The desired temperature to be employed at the factory to amplify a construct.

[00147] Replacement function

[00148] Another particularly pertinent function is the replacement function. As an example of a program to replace the promoters located before genes in the DNA sequence of a microbial strain, refer first to the DNA component of Figure 4. Figure 4 illustrates an example of an annotated DNA sequence 400 including two sets of promoters 402A, 402B, genes 404A, 404B, and terminators 406A, 406B (generically “p-g-t” sequence), respectively p1 (SEQ ID NO: 17)-YFG1(SEQ ID NO: 18)-t1 and p2-YFG2-t2. (Annotation is shown for promoter p1(SEQ ID NO: 17) and gene YFG1 (SEQ ID NO: 18).)

[00149] Figure 5 illustrates a promoter swap operation 500 applied to the p-g-t sequence of Figure 4. Using the combinatorial cross-product (“x”) operation, the program will generate all combinations of all p-g-t sequences with the promoters in the original p-g-t sequence replaced one-by-one with p1’, p2’ and p3’, resulting in six output sequences to be converted into a design campaign. (The first four output sequences 502 are illustrated in the figure.)

[00150] The program code for performing this operation follows. Descriptions of the functions are given in the comments.

```python
hostStrain = dnaForStrain("e-coli-461") # Load the DnaComp associated with the strain with the specified ZId or name.
```
promoters = load("promoter-lib-2-13-2015.gb") # Load from the LIMS library all promoters identified by the name in the argument.

genes = locateGenes(hostStrain, "YFG*") # Locate the genes whose names begin with "YFG" in the microbe strain identified by hostStrain variable, and assign this Located DnaSpecification the name "genes." ("YFG*" stands for "Your Favorite Gene," a placeholder for a user's preferred descriptive name within a particular application instance.)

create replacePromoter[x](genes, promoters)

[00151] The replacePromoter() function replaces the promoter annotated as regulating a given gene. As indicated by the cross-product function call modifier "x", replacePromoter() here generates representations of all annotations (locations in the genome) identified by "genes" with representations of the genes’ annotated promoters replaced by representations of promoter sequences identified by “promoters.” This create function generates a DnaSpecification with a “replace” function, and parameters indicating that it should be performed in “replace-promoter” mode, that one argument list is the promoters, and the other argument list is Located DnaSpecification (here “genes”), i.e., one or more DnaSpecifications whose function is “locate,” and indicates the collection of genes by name whose promoters should be swapped. The “create” function creates a design campaign for input to the factory for generation of DNA sequences.

[00152] One feature of embodiments of the disclosure is that the genomic design language includes genome-aware edit operations. For example, the interpreter 204 (or in some embodiments, the execution engine 207) executes replacePromoter() to obtain knowledge of the location of the promoter annotated as regulating the gene in the p-g-t sequence. By reading the p-g-t sequence in the library, the interpreter 204 (or in some embodiments, the execution engine 207) identifies the appropriate promoter for each gene from its DNA component annotations, and then enables replacement of the promoter. See BBF RFC 108: Synthetic Biology Open Language (SBOL) Version 2.0.0, editors Bartley, et al., July 31, 2015 (annotations).

[00153] Note that replacePromoter() does more than use promoter annotations to locate the promoter regulating a gene. It replaces the whole sequence from the upstream end of the annotated promoter to the start codon of the gene. If no promoter annotation exists for a gene
of interest, the new promoter will be inserted before the gene. If there are annotations that
overlap the region of the promoter, the method will warn the user or sometimes try to rectify
the collision.

[00154] Figure 6 provides a graphical representation of a DNA specification of a
replace[x](locateTerm[x](plasmids, “insertion-site”), newGenes)
cross-product function for inserting genes (newGenes) 602A, 602B, 602C into a plasmid 604
by representing all three combinations 606 of the plasmid with its insertion region replaced
with the specified genes 602A, 602B, 602C. The function takes the cross-product of the list of
genes with the plasmid insertion region (which could be represented by a scalar DNA
component) to output a DNA specification representing the modified plasmids. Alternatively,
the plasmids may be represented as DNA components. The function first specifies the location
within the plasmid of the sequence to be replaced by calling locateTerm[x] (plasmids,
“insertion-site”). Alternatively, the insertion site may be located by identifying the name of the
site location, e.g., locateName[x](plasmid, “MsoI cut site”). These functions return
LocatedDnaSpecifications. The replace function then performs the cross-product replacement
of the list of newGenes into the locations specified by the LocatedDnaSpecifications.

[00155] The examples above demonstrate another advantage of the recursive capabilities of
the programming language and data structures of embodiments of the disclosure. The
language enables the user to independently control all stages of the sequence manufacturing
process (beginning, intermediate, and end) by specifying the operations, inputs and conditions
to be used at each stage of manufacture. In the example above, the specification specifies cross
product operations at different levels (nodes) of the DNA specification tree structure: a cross
product operation at the location resolution inner function, as well as at the replace function
outer function further up the tree structure. Similarly, the user may have specified, at different
stages/levels, different combinations of dot and cross operators, different parameters (e.g.,
temperature and other environmental conditions), and different inputs (e.g., promoters).

[00156] Non-deterministic functions

[00157] Embodiments of the disclosure provide probabilistic, non-deterministic functions,
some of which reflect real-life results of laboratory methods that create stochastic results. In
general, a probabilistic function effects changes to a nucleotide sequence in a non-
deterministic manner. Examples are insertion of a transposable element at random locations of a sequence, one or more single nucleotide changes anywhere in the sequence (e.g. reflecting chemical or UV mutations), one single nucleotide change at the third position of any one codon in a coding sequence (e.g., through the production of an NNK library), one or two nucleotide changes at known locations (e.g., from PCR with degenerate primers), or an unknown set of changes via directed evolution. It follows that a non-deterministic operation on a biological component can lead to multiple mutated sequences.

[00158] The two examples below implement probabilistic functions enabling constrained randomization in the generation of nucleotide sequences.

```
# Define the starting sequence

enzyme_seq = dnaComponent(13000000000)

sequence_library = mutate(enzyme_seq, "NNK")  # mutate the given sequence using the NNK pattern (i.e., change the third base "K" of each codon, with K restricted to a randomized selection of either guanine (G) or thymine (T))

# Another example to create a degenerate primer

base_primer = dnaComponent(13000000001)  # a template sequence for the primer set

variable_locations = locate(base_primer, [4, 9])  # identify positions 4 and 9 as those to vary

degen_primers = degenerate(variable_locations, ["A", "G", "C", "T"])  # create the full set of possible primers whose base at positions 4 and 9 could be any of A, G, C, or T selected randomly.
```

[00159] Creating a plasmid

[00160] As another example, the following program loads some promoters, some genes, a terminator and a plasmid backbone. Using the cross-product concatenation function, the
program will create all possible combinations of promoters and genes (and the terminator),
hook them each to the backbone, circularize them into a plasmid, and create a campaign that
represents all these designs:

```
# Get the parts ready:
promoters = dnaSpecification(18000000001)

genes = dnaSpecification(18000000002) # id for YFG
# (a gene denoted by "your favorite gene (YFG)") goes here.

terminator = dnaComponent(13000000001)
plasmidBackbone = dnaComponent(13000109030)

# Create the P-G-T sequences. We want all possible combinations
# of promoters and
# genes, so we use the 'x' (concatenate cross-product) operator.
# Since we have only one terminator, and one backbone, and we
# want them applied to all
# sequences, we use 'x' again:
assemblies = promoters x genes x terminator

prePlasmids = assemblies x plasmidBackbone

# We don't want linear DNA, we want to circularize the
# preplasmids to generate circular plasmids.
plasmids = circularize(prePlasmids)

# Specify that the 'plasmids' DnaSpec is the final campaign.
# This will upload the generated DnaSpec to LIMS.
create plasmids
```

[00161] Sampling

[00162] As discussed above, synthetic biology systems such as those of embodiments of the
disclosure enable multiple operations to be performed on multiple DNA parts, represented by
multiple DNA operands. Thus, the resulting design campaign may include representations of
many thousands of DNA sequences. For example, a program may generate 10,000 modified
genomes, which would occupy on the order of 50-100 GB of storage space. This information
would not enable efficient management in a typical conventional memory at this time, and
would instead require, for example, slower disk-based access. Current commercial computer
systems cannot load and operate efficiently on a 50-100 GB SBOL file representing genomes.
Such operations may crash or cause unacceptable delays in processing.
[00163] Embodiments of the disclosure avoid these potential storage and processing problems by sampling. In some embodiments, the order placement engine 208 may select only a subset of the outputs for incorporation into a factory order. This operation may employ many different techniques, such as, for example, random sampling to produce N constructs, or sampling the first or last K DNA constructs. To reduce storage requirements, this approach may store only the sampled outputs for incorporation into the factory order.

[00164] Alternatively, in embodiments in which the execution engine 207 executes the DNA specification to generate outputs that populate the DNA specification, the execution engine 207 itself may optionally sample the DNA specifications from the interpreter 204 to select a subset of DNA specifications for execution. This approach is particularly applicable to DNA specifications representing intermediate operations (e.g., child DNA specifications) within the larger, recursive DNA specification output data structure of the interpreter 204. As a result, the execution engine 207 produces outputs only for the selected, executed DNA specifications. Decoupling of interpretation by the interpreter 204 from execution by the execution engine 207 enables sampling-for-execution to reduce the size of the output by many orders of magnitude, thereby reducing the need for very large storage capacity and heavy processing.

[00165] The sampling operation of the embodiments immediately above may employ many different techniques, such as, for example, random sampling, or sampling the first or last K DNA specifications for execution. In addition, the execution engine 207 may more intelligently sample the DNA specification before execution. One approach is to weight DNA specifications for execution. For example, within the DNA specification data structure, promoters and other parameterized factors may be assigned different weights depending upon, e.g., their cost, availability, or known effectiveness. For example, assume a DNA specification data structure applies a concatenate cross product function to two input operands—a list of genes and a list of promoters. In this example, each promoter may be assigned weighting parameters (params) between 0 and 1 that would inform the execution engine 207 in its selection of DNA specifications to execute. The higher the weight of a promoter in the list, the more likely the execution engine 207 will execute the DNA specification for (apply the concatenate cross product operator to) such promoters.
The weights can themselves be added as parameters of a DNA specification to weight other parameters. For example, a child DNA specification (i.e., below the top-level DNA specification) may include a weighting parameter assigned a probabilistic weight expressed as weightPromoter = p1 for a single promoter within the child DNA specification, or weightPromoter = [p1, p2, … pn] for a list of promoters within the same child DNA specification. The sum of the weights for the parameters (e.g., promoters) may add up to a value of 1, particularly for parameters at the same level of operations within the hierarchical tree structure of a recursive DNA specification.

Another strategy would be to employ a design-of-experiments methodology to intelligently select only a specified number of the possible promoter-gene combinations in order to learn the efficacy of each. As part of this implementation, the execution engine 207 may, in one embodiment, execute the appropriate specifications to ensure that each promoter is used at least once in a combination, while limiting the total number of combinations.

Even DNA components can be weighted to guide the execution engine 207 in its execution of operators on the DNA components. For example, a DNA specification having a list of DNA components as inputs may include a weight vector weightVector = [p1, p2, … pn] for the list of DNA components.

Caching

In embodiments of the disclosure, the execution engine 207 (or the interpreter 204 in embodiments in which the interpret executes DNA specifications) may employ caching to avoid the recalculation of results that may be re-used during execution of a DNA specification. For example, a specification may specify the cross product concatenation A x (B x C), where A, B, C are long lists of nucleotide sequences. The execution engine 207 would concatenate each element of A with all the elements resulting from the cross product BxC. It would be redundant and time consuming to recalculate BxC outputs for each concatenation with each item in A, so the execution engine 207 may instead cache those BxC results after the first computation of BxC, and then use those results in the cross product computations with the elements of A. Caching thus saves processing time and increases processing speed.
Caching finds use not just within the same run (e.g., generation of the order), but across different runs. For example, the user may determine that better or different results are desired compared to the sequences generated from a previous order. Accordingly, the user may re-run a program to place another factory order, perhaps this time directing sampling to select a different subset of DNA specifications to execute. In doing so, however, the script may still require execution of some of the same intermediate operations as prior order generation runs. With reference to the example herein of nested concatenation of right and left side promoters, a user may want to rerun the higher-level (total) concatenation function to obtain different right-side sequence outputs, but not change the left-side operations. Thus, the system may cache the lower-level, intermediate left-side results for later use during the re-running of the higher-level function. In general, outputs of lower-level operations (e.g., at the leaves (i.e., leaf nodes) of the hierarchical tree structure) would be needed more repeatedly than higher-level operations, so the execution engine 207 may favor caching lower-level outputs over those from higher levels if storage is constrained. Based on the foregoing, the execution engine 207 in embodiments of the disclosure caches DNA specification results from different levels of operations within the tree structure to avoid re-execution during subsequent runs, thus saving processing time and increasing processing speed.

Factory Build Graph

Order placer generation of build graph

According to embodiments of the disclosure, a factory build graph, representing a predefined factory manufacturing workflow, is an embodiment of a factory order. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the factory order placer 208 may accept a DnaSpecification describing, in abstract form, a collection of logical instructions to create one or more desired DNA designs, typically to be embodied within a microbe or other host cell. Depending on the particular physical requirements for implementing workflows in the factory, the order placer 208 may obtain, and indicate in the factory order, information indicating particular physical reactions and conditions. The order placer 208 may obtain this from the library 206, as it may be supplied by the user within the DNA specification (e.g., parameters such as reaction temperature).
[00175] Information concerning physical implementation of a workflow, as well as physical manufacturing parameters (e.g., primers, reaction temperatures) not already specified in the DNA specification, may be determined based upon physical workflows known in the industry, or proprietary to a developer, that have been developed through experimentation for synthesizing intermediate or final nucleotide sequences based upon given input sequences. This workflow is paired with a set of inputs that describe the work to perform in each step to manufacture each particular output design.

[00176] The Factory Build Graph may take the form of a data structure (see Appendix 2) holding a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The graph is a collection of records of two types, nodes and edges, along with zero or more properties. Each node has a node ID and tracks the edges emanating from it. Each node represents a nucleotide sequence (e.g., DNA) part, or cell strain, according to embodiments of the disclosure. These parts may be precursors (e.g., primers ordered from a third-party vendor), intermediate parts (e.g., longer DNA segments that are the result of concatenation, or plasmids used to integrate a change in a final strain DNA sequence), or the final DNA sequence, strain, or organism itself.

[00177] In embodiments of the disclosure, the order placement engine 208 traverses the DnaSpecification from the leaf nodes to the final root node (as described above), and uses each junction as an opportunity to compute how intermediate or final results at that level of the tree are created from prior dependency parts. The order placer 208 writes this information to the data structure of the DAG. This information is recorded in the context of particular workflow steps that would be used to physically perform the operation; therefore, in addition to recording the inputs and outputs of the step in nodes of the build graph, each edge is also annotated with a “role” that the source node plays in constructing a particular target. Nodes and edges in the data structure of the graph also hold other parameters as might be required to parameterize the workflow (e.g., temperature settings on a thermocycler being used in a PCR reaction).

[00178] The elements of the factory build graph are a combination of sequences or subsequences literally described in the DnaSpecification, as well as other sequences that are calculated by the factory order placement engine 208 itself—for example, primers used to amplify a particular subsequence of a longer template sequence in a PCR process, as illustrated in Figure 8. In that case, the order placer 208 may represent the longer template
sequence by a node of the graph. The order placer 208 may annotate the edge from this template sequence node to a node representing the PCR product with a role such as “template sequence.” The order placer 208 may store the calculated primers in other nodes, and annotate their edges to the PCR product with roles such as “amplification primer.” All of these nodes would have outbound edges to a fourth node representing the PCR-amplified subsequence.

[00179] In particular, Figure 8 is a diagram of an example factory build graph. For brevity, this example is a partial build graph; a complete graph would contain all information from all root precursors to all final designs. In Figure 8, a node 902 represents a DNA sequence. An edge 904 links the input DNA sequence of node 902 through a factory workflow process to an output DNA sequence of a node 906, specifying the role (in 904, “primer”) of the particular input 902 in producing the particular output 906. The output sequence of node 906 includes the amplified sequence of the PCR process. Other nodes such as node 908 (computed by the order placement engine 208 or provided by the user) may contain further parameters and information required for physical or metadata processing of the sequence of node 908. Appendix 2 provides an example of a data structure representation of the top five nodes illustrated in Figure 8 (node 1 902, node 2 914, node 3 916, node 4 906, node 5 912) in JSON serialization form).

[00180] In Figure 8, the graph represents the sequence in node 906 acting in the role of a payload region, as indicated on the edge emanating from the node 906, to be concatenated with the sequence in node 910, which is shown as acting in the role of a plasmid backbone. The order placer 208 associates these two inputs with the physical manufacturing workflow of “concatenate payload region with plasmid backbone and circularize the result,” as indicated in node 912. An operation supported by the order placement engine 208 is the ability to recognize when a particular precursor or intermediate sequence may be used in the manufacture of multiple desired output sequences being produced as part of the same order. The order placement engine 208 may represent such a sequence (for example, the common plasmid backbone 910) by a single node in the graph, with multiple output edges that lead to all intermediate or final sequences that directly depend on it. The order placement engine 208 may use this information to calculate volume, concentration or other quantities required to perform the manufacturing sub-workflows that correspond to the complete order. The number of outbound edges of a node can also be used by the order placement engine 208 to specify
processing of the corresponding sequence in a different sub-workflow. For example, high-use amplicons may be processed via a different means than an amplicon that appears only once. Also, each path in the build graph is uniquely indexed and can be independently combined with other paths from different factory order build graphs. This construction allows a gene manufacturing system to assemble the sequence parts of multiple nucleotide sequences in a manner that is decoupled from the specific set of nucleotide sequences specified in a single factory order.

[00181] **Workflow engine generation of build graph**

[00182] As described above, the order placer 208 may generate the build graph. To do so, the order placer 208 has access to information concerning physical implementation of the workflow at the factory. Such physical implementation information may include temperature settings on a thermocycler being used in a PCR reaction, which may be obtained by the order placer 208 from a parameter specified in the DNA specification.

[00183] In other embodiments, however, the order placer 208 may not have access to information concerning physical implementation of the workflow at the factory. In that case, the order placer 208 may generate a factory order that specifies the workflow at a higher level, without detailed information concerning particular operations and operating parameters that may be best suited for manufacturing the product of interest at the factory based on the workflow. The factory order still may specify biological components, which may be represented by nodes in a build graph, to be combined to form other biological components, along with the relationships between the components, which may be represented by edges in the build graph. However, the build graph in these embodiments does not specify information (e.g., parameters) requiring knowledge of physical factory conditions and operations.

[00184] In particular for the embodiments described in this section and hereafter, the workflow engine, instead of the order placer 208, has access to information concerning physical implementations of workflows at the factory, and thus the workflow engine is used to generate the build graph. For the sake of convenience, some terminology particularly applicable to embodiments concerning workflow engine generation of the build graph is described below. Some terms are used for ordering the production of genetically modified
strains, whereas others are more directed to the physical construction of the strains at the factory based upon the orders.

According to these embodiments of the disclosure, a “factory order” refers to a request to build one or more genetically modified microbes whose genetic modifications represent the application of one or more design techniques (e.g., promoter swap). Typically, a factory order refers to a request to apply one design technique to produce a modified microbe, which is then analyzed for performance. The analysis results are used in an iterative, feedback fashion through, e.g., the LIMS system of embodiments of the disclosure, to refine the sequence design and generate subsequent factory orders to optimize microbe performance.

According to these embodiments of the disclosure, the factory order includes specifications of genetic sequences to be incorporated into the microbes. The factory order may also specify one or more design techniques for producing the modified strain. The order placer 208 may determine reactions to implement specified design techniques (e.g., based on conventional knowledge of implementations that may be stored in library 206) to create the edges that can be used to make a build graph. The factory order may thus include information describing the edges, in which case the factory order may also provide identifications of intermediate DNA parts.

According to these embodiments of the disclosure, the factory order indicates sequence parts to be mixed together (e.g., a primer and a template) to make a new part, but does not specify further information on how to physically produce the modified microbe in the factory (e.g., the factory order does not indicate liquid transfer plans, assembly techniques, or reaction steps such as conjugation).

A “design technique” refers to the logical description of a method for modifying the genetic sequence of a microbe (e.g., promoter swap). In this context, a “logical description” refers to program code representing the manipulation of data (e.g., text strings) that itself represents genetic parts. The design technique and the organism being modified may influence the physical construction of the modified microbe.

A “workflow” refers to a sequence of workflow phases for physically constructing the modified nucleotide sequence specified in a factory order and incorporating that sequence
into the organism being modified. According to these embodiments, a workflow is represented by a factory build graph.

[00190] A “workflow phase” refers to a sub-division of a workflow (e.g., parts generation, plasmid assembly, transformation). Based upon experimentation and industry experience, a workflow phase may be defined based upon the frequency with which different workflows share common implementations of the workflow phase, even though the overall workflows may be substantially different. A workflow phase produces an intermediate or final biological component.

[00191] “Reaction steps” refer to the individual physical reactions (e.g., PCR, electroporation) for implementing a workflow phase. The workflow reaction steps are to be distinguished from assay reaction steps described elsewhere herein.

[00192] A “protocol” refers to a collection of machine operations performed by one piece of automation equipment to effect a reaction step. For example, a liquid handling robot may execute a protocol to implement a liquid transfer to mix primers and templates on a plate to effect a PCR reaction set-up step, and a thermocycler may execute a protocol to cycle temperature to perform another PCR reaction step.

[00193] To clarify, unless otherwise indicated herein, the terms “microbial strain,” “microbe,” “cell,” “biological component,” or the like refers to a type of “microbial strain,” “microbe,” “cell,” “biological component,” or the like, respectively, and not to a respective, individual, isolated version thereof.

[00194] Referring to Figure 10, a factory equipment service interface (FESI) 1000, including workflow engine 1002, may reside at the factory 210 or be closely coupled to it. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine 1002 has access (including real-time access) to information concerning physical implementation of the workflow at the factory. For example, the workflow engine may have real-time access to information concerning manufacturing capacity of particular pieces of factory equipment, as well as volumes of available reactants. That access may be obtained through communications with the factory (e.g., factory platforms 1016) or input by a factory operator. In these embodiments, the workflow engine 1002 would still receive a higher level factory order from the order placer.
208, but the workflow engine 102 would perform the functions described elsewhere herein as being performed by the order placer 208 when the order placer 208 has access to information concerning physical implementation of the workflow at the factory, such as manufacturing capacity of particular pieces of factory equipment.

The FESI 1000, may reside within the factory 210 or be interposed between the order placer 208 and the factory 210, according to embodiments of the disclosure. The FESI 1000 includes a network for enabling communication between software and hardware elements. The workflow engine 1002 communicates messages with a protocol broker 1004 via an execution queue 1006 and an execution response topic exchange 1008 in a message bus 1010, a scheduler 1012, an equipment manager 1014, and factory platforms 1016. The factory platforms 1016 include factory workers 1018 that communicate with the protocol broker 1004 via corresponding worker queues 1020 in the message bus 1010 and with the workflow engine 1002 via a status topic exchange 1022, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

When a factory order is received by the workflow engine 1002, it may use knowledge concerning physical implementation of the workflow at the factory to determine the reactions to be performed at each workflow phase and the conditions required to achieve those reactions. This includes details on the inputs to each reaction (the reactants) and what is produced by each reaction (the reaction products). Since the reactions are in a sequence, the products of one reaction will very often become the reactants of a future reaction in the sequence. In embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine 1002 persists this knowledge in build graph relationships.

Those skilled in the art will recognize that, in other embodiments, the order placer 208 and the workflow engine 1002 may have access to factory physical implementation information to differing degrees, and thus each may use that information accordingly to allow both the order placer 208 and the workflow engine 1002 to contribute physical implementation information to the build graph.

Combining sub-workflows to increase operational efficiency

As indicated above, biologists and others involved with designing strain edits ("Development Scientists") may use embodiments of the disclosure to specify a high-level
biological workflow, including inputs and final products. Each completely specified workflow describes both edits (what to change) and steps (how to cause the edit to occur, biologically). For example, a workflow may specify the collection of plasmids and amplicons which will be used to introduce a particular edit into a strain. In embodiments, workflows may be specified using DNA specifications (see detailed description elsewhere herein). In order for the edits to be successfully applied to a strain, multiple steps of a biological workflow may be required. In embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine 1002 determines (e.g., by traversing the DNA specification data structure) the intermediate outputs required and the relationships between those outputs. In embodiments, the result of a particular workflow is a variant of an existing strain that incorporates some edits, as defined by the Development Scientist.

[00200] Workflows are modular and composable. To take advantage of operational efficiencies, the system (e.g., using the workflow engine 1002) of embodiments of the disclosure allows biologists involved with the physical production of components (“Factory Operators”) to combine portions (sub-workflows) of several workflows. This combination is denoted a “cohort” and each particular piece of work is denoted a “line item.” After the Factory Operator has created and selected a cohort to build, the workflow engine 1002 may create a corresponding build graph for that portion. In this context, the build graph is a data model that represents the instructions for building one or many line items in parallel.

[00201] Each biological component (e.g. plasmid, amplicon) is represented by a node in the build graph. As described previously, the build graph itself is a multi-edged, directed graph with labeled edges. It is directed so that it can answer questions about precedence. The labeled edges define the build relationships between the components (e.g. “primer”); each node is connected to another node in the graph by a directed edge.

[00202] Each “level” of the graph defines a collection of reactions needed to ultimately create a modified strain. A common build graph pattern is for leaf nodes in the graph to represent primers and templates, which produce amplicons, which produce plasmids, which produce a modified strain. The system represents these reactions as a series of nodes (components) and edges (roles in the reactions) in the build graph. A build graph has one “root” for each line item requested.
This construction means that build graphs are independently separable and recombinable from their roots. When a collection of build graphs—that is, a collection of line items, selected by Factory Operators because of operational convenience—shares common structure, that structure may be deduplicated as the workflow engine 1002 creates a single, unified build graph. In particular, this single build graph for a collection of line items combines the intermediate nodes when they are identical. In turn, identical intermediate parts need only be built once, and the system allows factory operations to take advantage of economies of scale.

According to embodiments of the disclosure, a typical work pattern is for the workflow engine 1002 to create and retrieve the build graph for a cohort. While the build graph data structure is defined by the nodes and their relationships to each other, it also provides the capability of answering specific operational questions about physical components. For example, using the build graph it is possible to ask and answer questions such as, “What are the primers associated with amplicon X?”, even when amplicon X is used at several different steps of workflows that define several different strain edits.

Figure 9 illustrates a build graph 900 for building one strain “C” 902. Particular components (e.g. node 21) have multiple build relationships, of different kinds (forward primer, reverse primer) with different components in the next, child level of the graph.

Planning manufacturing work from the build graph

After the Factory Operator has selected work to perform and the workflow engine 1002 has created the build graph, the workflow engine 1002 traverses the build graph and maps each set of inputs and outputs both to physical laboratory equipment and to descriptions of biological protocols for each step in the workflow.

In this planning step, the workflow engine 1002 maps out the physical work. The workflow engine 1002 associates each level of the build graph with a plate role and plate mask. This association may be based on input from the Factory Operator. The plate role is a data model that describes the function of the plate, and is typically based on the directed edge coming into this level of the build graph (e.g. “primer”). The plate mask is a data model that
describes how the physical layout of a typical laboratory plate relates to expected values, such as identifiers of particular designed (but not yet built) strains.

[00209] Plate masks for the final step ("product" plate masks, that is, for the plates that will contain the final, edited strains) are laid out by the workflow engine 1002, based on, e.g., input provided by the Factory Operator.

[00210] Plate masks for intermediate steps (e.g. "primer" plate masks) may be determined by the workflow engine 1002. To accomplish this, the workflow engine 1002 refers to the build graph. The workflow engine 1002 may also refer to the library 206 for relevant information such as the parameters for each reaction step and other physical implementation information represented by the build graph, or otherwise obtain such information from the factory 210.

[00211] In the example of primer plate masks, the workflow engine 1002 may determine, from the build graph, how many times a particular primer is used; this determines the number of wells (replicates) of the primer that are required.

[00212] Additionally, the workflow engine 1002 may determine the intermediate plate masks in a way that optimizes the efficiency of the physical work. For instance, a "stamp" operation (transferring liquids from positions in a source plate to the same corresponding positions in a destination plate, in the same geometry) is much faster than a liquid transfer operation from wells in a source plate to arbitrary well locations in a destination plate, which also may be of a different geometry. Thus, the workflow engine 1002 may determine and optimize the layout of the intermediate plate masks to allow for stamps instead of generic liquid transfers.

[00213] The workflow engine 1002 may design the layout of the plate mask to take into account known physical implementation information such as process variations. For example, if wells on the edges of a plate react less quickly for a given biological process on some equipment, the workflow engine 1002 can place the planned reactions appropriately. The combination of a plate role and system-determined plate mask can then be laid on top of any particular physical plate provided during execution of the automated workflow.
Based on the plate masks it has created, the workflow engine 1002 may determine and plan the exact liquid transfers required; this is referred to as a liquid transfer plan. For each level of the build graph, the plate mask for the destination plate describes the desired content (product) for each individual well. Using that product, the workflow engine 1002 uses the build graph to find the predecessors of the product (that is, what in the previous level of the build graph connects to this product? What are the reactants of this product?). Then, the workflow engine 1002 may search the source plate for wells containing the reactants, and matches those source wells to the destination wells for transfer.

Additionally, when searching the source plate, the workflow engine 1002 can take into account existing physical constraints known by the automation systems that are executing the manufacturing work. For example, the workflow engine 1002 can choose source wells based on known volumes of reactant available in those wells. These well-level matches between source plates and destination plates are then used to specify liquid transfers, which form the basis of instructions used in the FESI part of the system.

Executing manufacturing work from the build graph

After using the build graph to plan the manufacturing work, the system can communicate between the higher level descriptions of biological protocols (that is, the build graph and planned work) and the specific automated platforms that perform the individual steps of the protocols.

Referring to Figure 10, the FESI 1000 is both device agnostic (can communicate with multiple types of platforms) and language agnostic (can communicate using multiple software languages), making it both modular and easily extensible to new platforms and protocols. There may be multiple automated platforms performing different steps of a given protocol. The system coordinates the scheduling of all of the interconnected platforms. A platform may include one or more pieces of automation equipment, and has its own connection to the network. A single platform type may have multiple instances, allowing for a given protocol to have multiple options as to where it may be run. A single platform may also be able to run multiple protocol types. The software used to interpret instructions and communicate with the rest of the system is known as a factory worker.
The message bus, comprising multiple queues and topic exchanges, communicates between the workflow engine and the factory workers. The messages comprise protocol buffer objects which can be compiled and decompiled to objects in most major programming languages, keeping the system programming language agnostic. The protocol broker is a software service that works as the go-between to direct the execution instructions from the workflow engine to an available factory worker that can execute the instructions. The protocol broker consults with the software scheduling service and the equipment manager to determine which platforms are available to run the protocol at a given time. The equipment manager maintains the set of all available platforms, protocols, and associated metadata, such as equipment state and protocol validation status. The separation of this data from the working logic of the protocol execution keeps the system agnostic to device and platform.

Because of the use of the message bus to communicate, the system is agnostic to the language and operating system of the workflow engine and the factory workers. In addition, it is not even required that all of the factory workers run on the same operating system or use the same language, as long as they have a connection to the network and can subscribe and publish to queues and topic exchanges.

Figure 10 illustrates the flow of communication within the FESI 1000, according to embodiments of the disclosure. First, when the workflow engine 1002 determines that it is time to run a specific protocol (such as a liquid transfer plan), it publishes an execution request to the execution queue, which is picked up by the protocol broker. The execution request includes the protocol to be run, a unique identifier known as a request id, and any additional variables that the user may request, such as the amount of laboratory equipment to be acted upon. Upon picking up an execution request, the protocol broker communicates with the scheduler and in turn the equipment manager to determine which platform and factory worker is available to run the requested protocol (steps 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 10). If no such factory worker is available, the protocol broker communicates this back to the workflow engine, and thus the user, by posting a message to that effect to the execution response topic exchange (step 5).

Once a factory worker is assigned by the protocol broker, the scheduler notes that it is in use and the protocol broker posts two messages: one to the execution response topic, to be read by the workflow engine indicating that the process has begun (step 5), and one to the
assigned worker’s worker queue requesting that the protocol begin including the request id from the original execution request (step 6). Each factory worker has its own worker queue from which it reads requests (step 7).

[00223] When a given factory worker receives a request on its queue, the worker translates the request into machine-specific instructions. These are used to run the protocol, incorporating any input values from the execution request. The factory workers publish all intervening status messages specific to the protocol, including measurements and status updates, to the status topic exchange along with the original request id (step 8). When the factory worker has finished executing the protocol, it publishes a final status message to the status topic exchange indicating completion of the protocol connected to the included request id. Using the request id, the workflow engine may connect these status messages with the specific workflow that made the request and move the entire workflow forward in response. The workflow engine can then request the next set of execution instructions, eventually receiving instructions for each of the steps in the high-level workflow specified in the build graph.

[00224] Factory orders and build graph creation

[00225] This section provides further details on the generation of build graphs, particularly the creation of build graphs for cohorts to improve manufacturing efficiency. A factory order defines a collection of strains to build, each incorporating a genetic edit. The factory order is placed by specifying a specific design technique that control the design. Because a particular strain can be ordered in more than one factory order, possibly using different design techniques, the workflow engine 1002 may create a line item for each strain ordered. A line item is an instance of ordering a particular strain, particular to a single factory order (and thus particular to the design technique employed in the factory order). Line items are useful because they record the association between a strain, an order, and the design technique used in the order.

[00226] For example, a factory order may be placed to construct a collection of strains using the promoter swap design technique, where a genome’s promoter region (which influences the expression of one or more genes of interest) is swapped for another promoter to increase or decrease the expression of the corresponding target genes. To place such a factory
order, a scientist may specify (e.g., via a DNA specification) as input the parent strains to be altered, the genomic regions to be replaced on the parent strain (the native promoter), and the genomic sequence to be used as a replacement (the new promoter).

[00227] The construction of strains carrying the genetic changes specified in a factory order requires a series of biological reactions. The design technique and type of organism used when placing the factory order determines the series of reactions, as well as the biological technology used for each reaction. For example, the workflow engine 1002 may determine that a single promoter swap design technique performed on a single strain may require the following workflow phases to be implemented by the following series of corresponding biological reactions:

[00228] Design technique: promoter swap

[00229] (a) Workflow phase: Parts Generation. Reaction: PCR reaction to generate DNA parts that together encode a genetic sequence including the new promoter.

[00230] (b) Workflow phase: Plasmid Assembly. Reaction: Yeast homologous recombination, a reaction that stitches together the DNA parts from the previous step into a plasmid, which can be readily introduced into a strain.

[00231] (c) Workflow phase: Transformation. Reaction: Electroporation, a reaction in which plasmids are introduced into parent strains by using electricity to make the parent strains competent (capable of taking new DNA into their cell walls), and the cell’s own genetic machinery is used to incorporate the plasmid DNA into the genome of the parent strain, producing the new, modified strain.

[00232] For the promoter swap design technique and some organism, the description above provides an example of a specific kind of reaction used for each workflow phase. Different design techniques, different organisms, or different performance requirements (efficiency, success rate) may necessitate different kinds of reactions at each workflow phase. For example, the workflow engine 1002 above has determined that the organism was susceptible to electroporation. In some cases this might not be the case, and the workflow engine may otherwise direct use of an alternative reaction type driven by a different biological technology.
For example, Transformation may be accomplished via conjugation, a reaction which uses the machinery of a separate bacterium to incorporate a plasmid into the genome of a parent strain.

[00233] As discussed above, when a factory order is received by the workflow engine 1002, it may use knowledge concerning physical implementation of the workflow at the factory to determine the reactions to be performed at each workflow phase and the conditions required to achieve those reactions. This includes details on the inputs to each reaction (the reactants) and what is produced by each reaction (the reaction products). Using this knowledge, the workflow engine 1002 may determine, for any line item ordered, the specific series of reactions to execute to create the strain ordered by the line item. This includes details on the inputs to each reaction (the reactants) and what is produced by each reaction (the reaction products).

[00234] In embodiments of the disclosure, the workflow engine 1002 persists this knowledge as build graph relationships. A single build graph relationship represents a single edge that can be added to a build graph. Four pieces of data may define a build graph relationship:

[00235] (a) The ID of a reactant for a reaction (the source of the edge).

[00236] (b) The ID of the product for the reaction (the destination of the edge).

[00237] (c) The string identifier of the purpose of the reactant in the reaction that produces the product.

[00238] (d) The line item this relationship is relevant to building.

[00239] A single relationship on its own is not very useful (a single edge does not even completely specify a single reaction). However, since each relationship is indexed by the line item it is relevant to building, the workflow engine 1002 may analyze the factory orders for all the relationships relevant to building a particular line item, and those edges can then be dynamically combined into a build graph which completely specifies all the reactions required to construct the line item. Build graphs are useful because they completely specify the series of physical reactions needed to construct a line item, in a form that can be queried to actually execute those physical reactions.
The fact that individual relationships are stored in this way also means that build graphs can be constructed for arbitrary collections of line items. This knowledge can be exploited using a cohorts, each of which is a manufacturing unit of work that enables better utilization of the factory’s manufacturing capacity.

Different factory orders may lead to the use of different reaction types for a particular workflow phase, but may also share the same reaction types in other workflow phases. Returning to the example above, consider the two factory orders, both using the promoter swap design technique, but one using an electroporation-susceptible organism and one using a conjugation-susceptible organism for the Transformation phase. In the workflow phase Parts Generation, line items from both orders would use the PCR reaction. Thus, at that stage of the construction process, line items from the two orders may be processed together. In the later workflow phase Transformation, the orders use different reactions (electroporation and conjugation), and so line items from the two factory orders cannot be processed together and must be worked on separately.

If the manufacturing capacity for Parts Generation (using PCR) is higher than the number of line items likely to belong to a single factory order, it is advantageous to be able to work on line items from multiple factory orders together so that the manufacturing capacity can be fully utilized. For this reason, the concept of a cohort is useful. A cohort is defined as a grouping of line items that may be worked on together at a particular workflow phase. The line items can come from any factory orders (even factory orders employing different design techniques and organisms). Cohorts are the manufacturing unit of the factory. A cohort can be filled with line items until the manufacturing capacity associated with a particular workflow phase is realized. Cohorts are useful because they allow for the arbitrary grouping of work at particular stages of the manufacturing process, in the way that best utilizes manufacturing capacity by taking advantage of commonalities in process between different factory orders.

Since a cohort is, in part, defined by the line items in the cohort, the workflow engine may dynamically construct the build graph for a cohort by querying for the build relationships relevant to all line items in the cohort. The knowledge in this graph can then be used to plan and execute the liquid transfers required to perform the physical reactions needed at the workflow phase the cohort pertains to (as detailed above). Another advantage of the build graph is this ability to construct and use a build graph for any grouping of line items (e.g.
cohort). This grants great flexibility in what bodies of work the manufacturing system can be applied to.

[00244] Quality Control in high-throughput strain design systems

[00245] QC test design

[00246] Embodiments of the disclosure may employ elements of the LIMS system of Figure 1 or similar elements separate from the LIMS system to design a quality control test representing one or more assays to be performed on intermediate and final biological components corresponding to reaction steps in the generation of a product of interest in the factory 210. Such assays may include, without limitation, restriction enzyme digest, PCR, growth assays, optical density readings, and DNA quantification.

[00247] According to embodiments of the disclosure, an input interface, such as that of interface 202, receives statements of a program/script that specifies the quality control test, which itself comprises one or more assays. As noted elsewhere herein, the input interface may allow for direct user input or input from another computing device via an API.

[00248] According to embodiments of the disclosure, an interpreter or compiler/execution unit like that of unit 204 or unit 207, respectively, evaluates program statements into data structures for quality control testing. According to embodiments of the disclosure, based upon the specified quality control test, the execution engine 207 selects the assays to perform the QC test. The execution engine 207 may access the library 206 to search for appropriate assays based upon the specified QC test. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the order placer 208 determines expected results of the assays for the target biological components based on, e.g., expected assay reaction products and reference information stored in the library 206.

[00249] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the QC test functions performed by the execution engine 207 and the order placer 208 may be performed by the workflow engine 1002. For the sake of convenience, the software portions of the one or more modules (e.g., execution engine 207, order placer 208) involved in designing quality control tests shall be referred to herein as the “QC test design engine.”
According to embodiments of the disclosure, instead of just looking up expected assay results for target biological components based on, e.g., expected assay reaction products and reference information stored in the library 206, the QC test design engine can compute some or all of that information in real time. For example, given a plasmid as a target biological component and an enzyme as a reactant, the QC test design engine may in silico search the plasmid for instances of the enzyme’s recognition site (e.g., AGGA). From that site information, the QC test design engine can derive the number and sequence of parts (nucleotides) between recognition sites, which serves as reference information for the QC test.

The data structure may be in the form of a directed graph, as described elsewhere herein. The test equipment 212 transforms the QC data structure from a logical specification into a physical QC process, according to embodiments of the disclosure.

According to embodiments of the disclosure, the QC test design engine is used for designing quality control testing on a plurality of biological components. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the QC test design engine (1) performs, in silico, one or more assays on one or more target biological components, where the in silico performance of each assay on one of the one or more biological components produces one or more assay reaction products (e.g., multiple plasmid fragments) resulting from an assay reaction (e.g., digestion) involving the one of the one or more target biological components (e.g., a plasmid); (2) classifies two or more expected outcomes of each assay as being from the group of: at least one success mode or at least one failure mode, based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay; and (3) stores, in an assay data structure, for the one or more assay reaction products, reference information including: (a) attributes of the one or more assay reaction products, and (b) the classification of the two or more expected outcomes.

According to embodiments of the disclosure, the test equipment 212 processes the assay data structure by: (a) instructs laboratory equipment to perform one or more physical assays, corresponding to the one or more in silico assays, on the one or more target biological components using physical laboratory equipment to generate one or more physical assay reaction products for each physical assay; and (b) for each physical assay, comparing the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to the at least one success mode or the at least one failure mode.
The target biological components may comprise a plasmid, and the one or more reaction products may comprise plasmid fragments. Each target biological component may comprise a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

The empirical information concerning the assay may comprise empirical information concerning the one or more assay reaction products. Classifying may be based at least in part upon the assay reaction, an assay reactant involved in the assay reaction, and the one of the one or more target biological components. Performing, in silico, one or more assays on one or more target biological components may comprise performing, in silico, at least two assays of the one or more assays on a first target biological component of the one or more target biological components.

The assay data structure can be a directed graph that includes, for the one or more assays on the one or more target biological components, a plurality of levels including a plurality of assay nodes. According to embodiments of the disclosure, in the directed graph, each assay node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels represents one of the one or more of the target biological components, one or more assay reactants, or one or more of the assay reaction products; a target assay node of the plurality of assay nodes represents, at a given level, a target biological component of the one or more target biological components; and an assay reaction product node, of the plurality of assay nodes, that is associated with the target assay node, represents, at a child level of the given level, the one or more assay reaction products and the reference information.

According to embodiments of the disclosure, the given level includes at least one assay reactant node representing at least one assay reactant that reacts in silico with the target biological component at the given level. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the target assay node and the assay reactant node at the given level and the assay reaction product node at the child level constitute an assay reaction group of one or more assay reaction groups corresponding to the child level.

As an example, Figure 12 illustrates a QC graph data structure 1200 for designing QC testing on the product of a reaction group. The reaction group is illustrated as a build graph data structure 1202. The reaction group models the reaction of part 1 (node 1204) and part 2 (node 1206). The roles of those parts are stored as edges respectively labeled with the
roles payload 1210 and plasmid backbone 1212. The result of the reaction reaction group is a node representing a plasmid 1208.

[00259] The QC graph 1200 represents an in silico assay performed on a target biological component, the plasmid (node 1208). For the sake of this example, the node 1208 represents only one target biological component. The graph represents the assay as the reaction of an assay reactant, an enzyme (node 1214), with the plasmid (node 1208) to produce an assay reaction product(s) (node 1216). The node 1216 may represent one or more assay reaction products. The plasmid (node 1208), enzyme (node 1214), and assay reaction product(s) (node 1216) together constitute an assay reaction group.

[00260] According to embodiments of the disclosure, during QC test design, the QC test design engine compares attributes of the assay reaction products to reference information (e.g., expected number of reaction products, expected length thereof, expected sequence thereof) in order to classify the target biological component as belonging to one or more success or failure modes. The QC test design engine may store the associations of the success and failure modes with the corresponding subset of reaction products for the target biological component as nodes 1218 and 1220, respectively.

[00261] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the QC test design engine or another computing device may store reference information from assays that result in successful and failed outcomes. For example, reference information from an assay on a biological component similar to, but not the same as the target biological component would correspond to a failure mode. As another example, reference information from an assay on the target biological component using an enzyme reactant with a known defect would correspond to another failure mode.

[00262] Embodiments of the disclosure mitigate challenges of designing QC tests for high throughput strain design systems by taking common aspects of similar QC tests out of their specific context and performing them together. Embodiments of the disclosure allow common processing of steps for many different QC assays where the assays share the same assay reaction steps, similar to the manner in which other embodiments of the disclosure discern common parts of disparate biological processes and group them together on a factory order scale. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each assay comprises one or more assay
phases, and each assay phase comprises an assay reaction step of a plurality of assay reaction steps.

[00263] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the QC test design engine determines that one or more assay phases of different assays are common assay phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of the one or more assay reaction steps of the common assay phases, and generates the assay data structure based at least in part upon the common assay phases. The common assay phases may be associated with the same assay reactant.

[00264] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the QC test design engine determines the quantity of assay reactant needed for the common assay phases. For example, if two common assay phases perform the same assay reaction step on two different biological components, the QC test design engine can compute the total amount of assay reactants needed for the common assay phases, and assign performance of the common assay phases to the appropriate physical laboratory equipment in an efficient manner. According to embodiments of the disclosure, during performance of the quality control testing in the physical world, the test equipment 212 traverses the QC test data structure (e.g., a directed graph of the data structure) to determine the amount of reactant to be used at each piece of physical laboratory equipment for the QC assays.

[00265] According to embodiments of the disclosure, the test equipment 212 traverses the QC test data structure to identify all target biological components with a shared reactant (e.g., enzyme) and instructs the laboratory equipment (e.g., robots) to place each of those target biological components in the same plate, thereby minimizing the complexity of distributing the enzyme to those samples. For example, assume QC testing of 400 plasmids. If an assay requires 80 of the 400 plasmids to be digested by enzyme 1, and those 80 different plasmids are mixed with the other 320 plasmids on five different plates, then the robot chosen to dispense enzyme 1 has to have all 5 plates sent to it. Thus, it would take a long time to transfer the enzyme and would complicated to organize. However, according to embodiments of the disclosure, the test equipment instructs placement on the same plate of the 80 plasmids to be digested with enzyme. Thus, only one plate has to be sent to the robot, all the transfers can be done at once, it is faster and much less complicated.
[00266] Figure 13 is an example QC graph illustrating how embodiments of the disclosure enable design of QC tests that efficiently use the same assay reactant in different assay reactions. Nodes 1302, 1304 respectively represent target biological components plasmid 1 and plasmid 2. Each assay reaction on each plasmid requires a reaction with an enzyme, Enzyme 1. The reactions with plasmid 1 and plasmid 2 result in assay reaction product 1 (node 1308) and assay reaction product 2 (node 1310), respectively. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the QC test design engine recognizes the common use of Enzyme 1 in both assay reactions and constructs the data structure to reflect that common use, as shown in the figure, by representing Enzyme 1 with only a single assay node shared by two different assay reaction groups. Similar to the embodiments described with respect to Figure 8, the data structure (e.g., the nodes) stores properties of the represented biological components and reactions (e.g., as annotations). The QC test design engine may use this information to calculate volume, concentration or other quantities of, e.g., Enzyme 1, required to perform the assays.

[00267] According to embodiments of the disclosure, classifying comprises classifying the expected outcome of each assay as at least two failure modes based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a failure mode represents a defect of the target biological component. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a failure mode represents a failure of the assay. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a first failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error (e.g., too many or two few parts compared to expected number), and a second failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error (e.g., part inserted in reverse order). According to embodiments of the disclosure, a failure mode represents a defective assay reactant. Embodiments of the disclosure may classify the expected assay outcomes according to any combination of the above success and failure modes.

[00268] According to embodiments of the disclosure, for the one or more assay reaction products of an assay reaction, the reference information further comprises identification of: the assay reaction, the one or more assay reaction products, or the assay reactant. The reference information attributes may include expected length, sequence, or growth capacity of the one or more assay reaction products.
According to embodiments of the disclosure, each of the one or more target biological components is produced in accordance with at least a portion of a build graph data structure, where each node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels of the build graph data structure represents at least one of one or more biological components. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the build graph data structure controls production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest, wherein the product of interest incorporates genetic modifications represented by the build graph.

According to embodiments of the disclosure, one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels of the build graph data structure, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level of the build graph data structure, that is associated with the one or more source nodes, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level of the build graph data structure. According to embodiments of the disclosure, each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level, to produce one or more of the target biological components represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level of the build graph data structure.

QC test implementation

According to embodiments of the disclosure, the biological components assembled at the factory 210 are tested using test equipment 212. During testing, the biological components are subjected to quality control assessments based upon size and sequencing, among other methods. According to embodiments of the disclosure, QC is performed on intermediate biological components and not just the final product of interest produced by the factory 210. The resulting, modified biological components that pass QC may then be transferred from liquid or colony cultures on to plates, or otherwise further processed in furtherance of manufacturing the final product of interest. According to embodiments of the disclosure, the test equipment 212 performs quality control testing on a target biological component (e.g., an intermediate or final product), by obtaining information concerning one or more physical assay reaction products resulting from a physical assay of a target biological component; and comparing the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to at least one success mode, to at least one failure mode, or to an indeterminate mode wherein the
reference information includes expected attributes of the one or more physical assay reaction products corresponding to success and failure modes. The library 206 or another database may store the reference information.

[00273] If the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the indeterminate mode, the test equipment 212 of embodiments of the disclosure indicates that the physical assay should be performed again. If the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the at least one success mode, the test equipment 212 of embodiments of the disclosure provides instructions for further processing of the target biological component in furtherance of producing a product of interest. A failure mode may represent a defect of the target biological component. A failure mode may represent a failure of the physical assay. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a first failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error. According to embodiments of the disclosure, a failure mode represents a defective assay reactant used in a physical assay reaction of the physical assay. The test equipment 212 of embodiments of the disclosure may classify the target biological component according to any combination of the above success, failure and indeterminate modes.

[00274] Referring to Figure 12, according to embodiments of the disclosure the test equipment 212 instructs physical laboratory equipment to perform an in vitro assay of the physical plasmid (corresponding to node 1208), which has been produced by factory 210. The test equipment 212 causes the enzyme (node 1214) to be reacted with the plasmid, in order to form physical reaction products (corresponding to node 1216). The test equipment 1212 compares the physical reaction products with the reference information to classify the plasmid as corresponding to one or more success or failure modes, or as neither (e.g., indeterminate).

[00275] Computer system

[00276] Figure 7 shows an example of a computer system 800 that may be used to execute program code stored in a non-transitory computer readable medium (e.g., memory) in accordance with embodiments of the disclosure. The computer system includes an input/output subsystem 802, which may be used to implement input interface 202 to interface
with human users and/or other computer systems depending upon the application. For example, the editor of embodiments of the disclosure may be implemented in program code on system 800 with I/O subsystem 802 used to receive input program statements from a human user (e.g., via a GUI or keyboard) and to display them back to the user. The I/O subsystem 802 may include, e.g., a keyboard, mouse, graphical user interface, touchscreen, or other interfaces for input, and, e.g., an LED or other flat screen display, or other interfaces for output. Other elements of embodiments of the disclosure, such as the workflow engine 1002, or the order placement engine 208, may be implemented with a computer system like that of computer system 800, perhaps, however, with or without I/O.

Program code may be stored in non-transitory media such as persistent storage 810 or memory 808 or both. A processor 804 reads program code from one or more non-transitory media and executes the code to enable the computer system to accomplish the methods performed by the embodiments herein, such as those represented by the flow chart of Figure 2. Those skilled in the art will understand that the processor may ingest source code, such as statements expressed in the high-level genomic design language of embodiments of the disclosure, and interpret or compile the source code into machine code that is understandable at the hardware gate level of the processor. A bus couples the I/O subsystem 802, the processor 804, peripheral devices 806, memory 808, and persistent storage 810.

Those skilled in the art will understand that some or all of the elements of embodiments of the disclosure, such as those shown in Figure 1 (e.g., interpreter, execution engine, order placement engine, factory, test equipment, analysis equipment), (and their accompanying operations, such as those shown in Figure 2), or such as those shown in Figure 10 (e.g., workflow engine), may be implemented wholly or partially on one or more computer systems including one or more processors and one or more memory systems like those of computer system 800. Some elements and functionality may be implemented locally and others may be implemented in a distributed fashion over a network through different servers, e.g., in client-server fashion, for example.

Figure 11 illustrates a cloud computing environment according to embodiments of the present disclosure. In embodiments of the disclosure, the LIMS or the FESI application software 1110 may be implemented in a cloud computing system 1102, to enable multiple users to access those systems according to embodiments of the present disclosure. Client
computers 1106, such as those illustrated in Figure 7, access the system via a network 1108, such as the Internet. The system may employ one or more computing systems using one or more processors, of the type illustrated in Figure 7. The cloud computing system itself includes a network interface 1112 to interface the software 1110 to the client computers 1106 via the network 1108. The network interface 1112 may include an application programming interface (API) to enable client applications at the client computers 1106 to access the system software 1110.

[00280]  A software as a service (SaaS) software module 1114 offers the system software 1110 as a service to the client computers 1106. A cloud management module 1116 manages access to the software 1110 by the client computers 1106. The cloud management module 1116 enables a cloud architecture that may employ multitenant applications, virtualization or other architectures known in the art to serve multiple users.

[00281]  While embodiments of the disclosure have been particularly described with respect to the illustrated embodiments, it will be appreciated that various alterations, modifications and adaptations may be made based on the present disclosure, and are intended to be within the scope of the present invention. While embodiments of the disclosure have been described in connection with the disclosed embodiments, it is to be understood that the present invention is not limited to the disclosed embodiments but, on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent arrangements included within the scope of the claims.

Appendix 1: Function Reference

This appendix describes some of the available functions in the built-in library for the Codon language in the LIMS.

circularize
circularize(input: DnaInput) -> DnaSpec
circularize(input: DnaInput, originShift: Int) -> DnaSpec
Returns a DnaSpec representing the circularized forms of the DNA input(s). If originShift is specified, this shifts the origin downstream (with wraparound) by originShift base pairs.

concat
concat(left: DnaInput, right: DnaInput) -> DnaSpec
Concatenates the left and right arguments. Function-call synonym for left * right or left x right depending on the operator modifier chosen.

da
DNA(dnaSeq: String) -> DnaComp
dna(dnaSeq: String, name: String) -> DnaComp
Returns a DnaComponent encapsulating the DNA sequence represented by the specified
string. You may optionally specify a name for the created DnaComponent.
ecoRV = dna("GATATC") # Define an enzyme binding site
ecoRV2 = dna("GATATC", "ecoRV") # ... Create a named DnaComponent.

dnaComponent
 dnaComponent(zid: Int) -> DnaComp
daComponent(name: String) -> DnaComp
Connect to LIMS library and load the DnaComponent with the specified ZId or name.
myDnaComponent = dnaComponent(13000000001)

dnaForStrain
 dnaForStrain(zid: Int) -> DnaComp
daForStrain(name: String) -> DnaComp
Load the DnaComp associated with the strain with the specified ZId or name.

baseStrainDna = dnaForStrain(7000000001)

dnaSpecification
 dnaSpecification(zid: Int) -> DnaSpec
daSpecification(name: String) -> DnaSpec
Connect to LIMS and load the DnaSpecification with the specified ZId or name.
myDnaSpec = dnaSpecification(18000000001)

hello
hello(name: String) -> String
Returns a friendly greeting to the specified name. As you might imagine, this is mostly useful
for playing around.
print hello("Bob") # prints "Hello, Bob" to the screen.

len
len(list: List[Any]) -> Int
len(map: Map[Any]) -> Int
len(str: String) -> Int
Return the length of the specified list, map or string.

listSpec
listSpec(lst: List[DnaComp]) -> DnaSpec
listSpec(lst: List[DnaSpec]) -> DnaSpec
Take a list of DnaComps or DnaSpecs and create a DnaSpec that enumerates these inputs. See
also: partsList()

partsList
partsList(parts: List[DnaInput], groupName: String) -> DnaSpec
partsList(parts: List[DnaInput], groupName: String, leftLen: Int, rightLen: Int) -> DnaSpec
Creates a DnaSpec representing a parts list with the specified properties. The output DnaSpec
will have the groupName property set according to the argument. If left and right tail lengths
are not provided, then they will be set to zero in the DnaSpec. Otherwise, the specified left
and right tail lengths will be used. The parameters for groupName, leftTailLen and rightTailLen
specified by any prior setparam statements will be ignored.
Using this function is equivalent to the following:
myParts = [ ... ] # Set to a list of DnaSpecs, DnaComps, etc.
setparam "amplifyPart", "true"
setparam "groupName", myGroupName
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setparam "leftTailLen", myLeftLen
setparam "rightTailLen", myRightLen
myPartsList = listSpec(myParts)
clearparams # or otherwise revert amplifyPart/groupName/leftTailLen/rightTailLen.
See also: listSpec().

toSeq
toSeq(dna: DnaComponent) -> String
Return the DNA sequence underlying a DnaComponent as a string.

toString
toString(val: Any) -> String
toString(val: Any, recursive: Int) -> String
Converts the specified value to a string. The recursive argument is a boolean flag (use
constants true or false) to indicate whether DnaSpec structures should be recursively looked
up.
print toString(foo) # Print the value of `foo` to the output.
print toString(myDnaSpec, true) # Print an entire DnaSpecification and its children

proswp
proswp[x](baseStrain: LocatedDnaSpec, promoters: DnaInput) -> DnaSpec

proswp[x](baseStrain: LocatedDnaSpec, promoters: DnaInput, allowInsert: Int) -> DnaSpec
Performs the promoter swap associated with inserting the specified promoter(s)
immediately upstream of the genes identified in located baseStrain,
replacing the previous driving promoter.

If `allowInsert` is specified, this should be `true` to allow insertion of
promoters if no existing promoter is driving the specified gene, or `false` to fail if no driving promoter exists to replace.

replace
replace[x](baseStrain: LocatedDnaSpec, insertions: DnaInput) ->
At the specified location(s) of the base strain(s), replace the subsequence identified
in the location with the new sequences specified by `insertions`.

You may specify multiple insertions in `insertions`. Depending on whether the
cross (`[x]`) or dot (`[*]`) operator is chosen, this will place one insertion
in each yielded location in `baseStrain`, or apply each insertion to each
possible location.

The replacement operation may specify a strict insertion operation that replaces an empty
replaceable region with the replacement sequence part "insertions". Alternatively, the
replacement operation may specify a strict deletion operation that replaces the replaceable
region with an empty replacement sequence part.

locate, locateName, locateTerm
locate(baseStrain: DnaInput, offset: Int) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locate[x](baseStrain: DnaInput, offset: List[Int]) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locate(baseStrain: DnaInput, offset: Int, length: String) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locate[x](baseStrain: DnaInput, offset: List[Int], length: List[String]) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locate(baseStrain: DnaInput, offset: Int, subseq: String) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locate[x](baseStrain: DnaInput, offset: List[Int], subseq: List[String]) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locateName(baseStrain: DnaInput, annotationName: String) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locateName[x](baseStrain: DnaInput, annotationNames: List[String]) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locateTerm(baseStrain: DnaInput, annotationTerm: String) -> LocatedDnaSpec
locateTerm[x](baseStrain: DnaInput, annotationTerms: List[String]) -> LocatedDnaSpec

Given some DnaInput, return a LocatedDnaSpec that wraps around it. The LocatedDnaSpec contains the same outputs, but with location information about the identified region returned in an output parameter. The LocatedDnaSpec is a DnaSpecification whose function is LOCATE. The region identification is made via the parameters map within the DnaSpecification.

The location can be either a single base, or a region extending over many bases. The location is specified as either a single offset, or a region extending from ‘offset’ to ‘offset + length’, or ‘offset + len(subseq)’. In the latter case, ‘subseq’ must be the exact-matching DNA sequence starting at ‘offset’.

A location can also be given as the (unique) name of an annotated region in each base strain element. The located region is the entire extent of the annotation.

If multiple annotations or offset/offset+length/offset+subseq values are given, then these are applied one-at-a-time to individual elements of `baseStrain`, or all applied to all elements of `baseStrain` depending on whether the dot (`[*]`) or cross (`[x]`) operator is chosen, respectively.

Annotation-based locations can be specified as either a specific annotation name to return (in which case they should return a single location per input genome) or the annotation’s sequence feature term name (in which case, many locations per input genome may be returned).

A LocatedDnaSpec can be used as the input to functions such as ‘insert’, ‘replace’, and ‘delete’. When removing bases from the DNA sequence (e.g., as in ‘replace’ and ‘delete’), the amount to remove is specified as a parameter to ‘locate()’, either in a number of base pairs, or in the specific subsequence to remove. That is, the entire located region is removed by ‘replace’ or ‘delete’.

You may specify an empty subsequence or a length of 0 to indicate no deletion (e.g., the ‘replace()’ function is being used for pure insertion).

Offsets begin at 1 and run up to and including ‘[the DNA sequence]’. Consider the following example:
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```plaintext
input = dna("AATTCG")
replace[x](locate(input, 3, 1), dna("A"))  // Returns "AAATCG"
```

**insert**

```plaintext
insert[x](baseStrain: LocatedDnaSpec, insertions: DnaInput) -> DnaSpec
```

At the specified locations of the base strain, insert the specified insertions.

If the `baseStrain` or `insertions` are multiple inputs, then the insertions are performed in a dot or a cross product with the elements of `baseStrain` per the function call modifier.

**insertDownstream**

```plaintext
insertDownstream[x](baseStrain: LocatedDnaSpec, insertions: DnaInput) -> DnaSpec
```

Inserts the DNA specified by `insertions` immediately after the specified annotation in the base strain, relative to the direction of the annotation. That is, in a "forward" annotation, inserts to the right of the annotated sequence (as read from 5' to 3'); in a reverse annotation, inserts to the left.

If the `baseStrain` or `insertions` DnaInputs represent multiple inputs, the insertions are made as a dot or cross product of all `baseStrain` instances with all `insertion` instances per the function call modifier.

**insertUpstream**

```plaintext
insertUpstream[x](baseStrain: LocatedDnaSpec, insertions: DnaInput) -> DnaSpec
```

Inserts the DNA specified by `insertions` immediately before the specified annotation in the base strain, relative to the direction of the annotation. That is, in a "forward" annotation, inserts to the left of the annotated sequence (as read from 5' to 3'); in a reverse annotation, inserts to the right.

If the `baseStrain` or `insertions` DnaInputs represent multiple inputs, the insertions are made as a dot or cross product of all `baseStrain` instances with all `insertion` instances per the function call modifier.
Appendix 2: Data Structures

This appendix provides an example of data structures that may be employed by embodiments of the disclosure. It refers to DnaSpecifications and DnaComponents, data structures that may be specified and serialized via the following in Avro specification format: (See http://avro.apache.org/docs/current/spec.html)

    protocol ZymergenAvroDna {
        // Records and types describing the storage of DNA sequences in
        // DnaComponents.
        /**
         * The specific way this DnaComponent's sequence is encoded; used to
         * determine which fields of the type-discriminated union that is DnaComponentStorageAvro
         * are valid.
         */
        enum StorageMethod {
            LITERAL,
            DIFF
            // Other storage mechanisms could be added later; e.g. SUBSTRING
        }
    }

    /**
     * Specifies a single diff in a StorageMethod.DIFF storage.
     *
     * <p>Replaces "existingData" beginning at 0-indexed offset "startPoint" into the
     * parent with the text found in "newData".
     */
record DnaStorageDiff {
    long startPoint;
    string existingData;
    string newData;
}

/**
 * Structure that holds an encoded form of the sequence associated with a DnaComponent.
 *
 * <p>Different sets of fields are valid in any given DnaComponentStorageAvro based on
 * the value of <code>storageMethod</code>.</p>
 */

record DnaComponentStorageAvro {
    // Particular methodology used to encode this storage object.
    StorageMethod storageMethod;

    // Fields for StorageMethod.LITERAL.
    union { null, string } literalString = null;

    // Fields for StorageMethod.DIFF.
    union { null, long } diffParentZId = null;
    union { null, array<DnaStorageDiff> } diffItems = null;
}
// Other types associated with DnaComponent.

class Direction {
    FORWARD,
    REVERSE
}

/* Defines a region of dna sequence */
record RegionAvro {
    long startPosition;
    long endPosition;
    Direction direction = "FORWARD";
}

/* Defines a specific region of dna as being of a type. */
record DnaAnnotationAvro {
    long creatorId = 0; // to be set when created
    long createTimestamp = 0; // to be set when created
    string annotationName;
    string description;
    long featureTermId = 0; // the id in the feature table
    string featureTerm; // the name of the feature, will be used to lookup id
    RegionAvro position; // where this annotation is in the seq
    union { null, map<array<string>> } properties = null;
    boolean canceled = false;
enum MolecularForm {
    CIRCULAR,
    LINEAR,
    SINGLE_STRAND // assumed to be linear
}

record DnaComponentAvro {
    long id = 0;
    union { null, long } creatorId = null;
    union { null, long } createTimestamp = null;
    string @aliases(["name"]) componentName;
    union { null, string } description = null;

    // Preferred mechanism for storing DNA sequences.
    union { null, DnaComponentStorageAvro } sequenceStorage = null;

    union { null, string } sequence = null; // DEPRECATED: Should be left null.
}

MolecularForm molecularForm = "LINEAR";
boolean canceled = false;
union { null, array<DnaAnnotationAvro> } annotations = null;
union { null, map<array<string>> } properties = null;
// Begin DnaSpecification related records

// A DnaComponent expressed either as a ZID or as an actual DnaComponent
// object. At least one of zid and component must be non-null
record DnaComponentRef {
    union { null, long } zid = null;
    union { null, DnaComponentAvro } component = null;
}

// An input to a DnaSpecification's operations. The name of this DnaSpecInput
// will be held as a key in the dnaInputs map. One of dnaComponents
// or childSpecification must be non-null.
record DnaSpecInput {
    // A list of literal DnaComponents to operate on.
    union { null, array<DnaComponentRef> } dnaComponents = null;

    // Or, a recursive subdefinition of more DNA to assemble through the
    // DnaSpecification process.
    union { null, long } childSpecId = null;

    // Or, a recursive subdfn of more DNA to assemble through a list of
    // DnaSpecifications
    union { null, array<long> } childSpecIdList = null;
enum SequenceFunction {
    LIST,       // return all DnaComponents in this Specification
    REPLACE,    // replace subsequence A at location B with sequence C
    CONCATENATE, // sequence A + B
    SUBSTRING,  // A[x:y]
    CIRCULARIZE, // turn a linear molecule into a circular one
    LOCATE,     // find a region of input sequences
    CUT,        // Demarcate cut point for future edits/insertions.
    ALIGN,      // Align to a specific feature
    FILTER,     // Retrieve a subset of inputs via various conditions
    SAMPLE      // Sample the inputs with properties for replacement & probability
}

enum FunctionModifier {
    UNARY,
    ZIP,    // iterate as for i: A[i], B[i]
    CROSS   // iterate as for i: for j: A[i], B[j]
}

// The specification of the actual logical operation to perform on
// the DNA inputs. This specifies a language-level operation
// ("concatenate", "splice", etc.) rather than a physical operation
// ("ligate", "PCR")

record DnaSequenceFunctionAvro {
    // The name of the function to perform. "splice"
    union { null, SequenceFunction } functionName = null;

    // The way to combine parameter lists
    union { null, FunctionModifier } functionModifier = null;
}

// The test criteria to establish that a sample contains the correct DNA
// sequence.

record QcTestAvro {
    string testName = ""; // e.g. Mse-digest

    string testMethod; // (see below)

    union { null, map<string> } parameters = null; // e.g.
    tolerance, 15% // e.g.

    gradient min, 10
}

// example test methods: sequence, length, od, alignment, colony characteristics,
// microscopy, control-sample behavior

// The top-level DnaSpecification object.
record DnaSpecificationAvro {
    long id = 0;

    union { null, string } name = null;
    union { null, string } description = null;
    union { null, long } creatorId = null;
    union { null, long } createTimeStamp = null;
    union { null, string } creatingApp = null;
    union { null, string } creatingAppVersion = null;
    union { null, string } creatingAppParams = null;

    // All dna components and/or dna specifications to operate
    // on. The key in this map is the "role" of that sequence or set
    // of sequences; the value is what to operate on.
    union { null, map<DnaSpecInput> } dnaInputs = null;

    // A set of named function parameters such as locations to replace
    // or splice. The specific function parameter names are particular
    // to the sequenceFunction, below.
    union { null, map<array<string>> } parameters = null;

    // A set of named values to be associated with the outputs.
    // Array length must be the same as the number of outputs.
    union { null, map<array<string>> } outputParameters = null;
}
// The logical sequence function to apply to the dnaInputs.
union { null, DnaSequenceFunctionAvro } sequenceFunction = null;

// The outputs of the DnaSpecification can be reified in the following
// array. When a DnaSpecification is used as an input to another
// DnaSpecification the DnaComponents it emits will be from this array of
// outputs.
union { null, array<DnaComponentRef> } dnaOutputs = null;

// A description of the standards by which the dnaOutputs will be deemed
// correct. Each standard is one assay to be performed on all of the outputs
// of this specification and the parameters/tolerances/criteria to use as
// acceptance. Standards are stored by name.
union { null, array<QcTestAvro> } qcStandards = null;
}

protocol ZymergenBuildGraph {
/**
 * Structure that holds one edge of a factory build graph.
 * This represents a dependency by the target of the edge
 * on the source: [AAA] ---is depended upon by---> [AAATTTT]
 */
record BuildGraphEdge {
  long targetId; // id of target node.
string role; // role played by source node in assembly of target.
map<string> properties;

/**
 * Structure that holds one node of a factory build graph.
 */
record BuildGraphNode {
    long id;
    string sequence;
    map<string> properties;
    list<BuildGraphEdge> edges; // record ids of target nodes
        // that depend on this source.
}

Below is an example of the data structure representation of the top five nodes illustrated in Figure 8 (node 1 902, node 2 914, node 3 916, node 4 906, node 5 912) in JSON serialization form):

[ // Array of nodes
    // Data structure for one node
    "id": 1,
    "sequence": "AAA",
    "properties": {},
    "edges": []
    // Array of edges from node 1 ("AAA") to amplicon (node 4, "AAAGGTTTT")
    { // Data structure for one edge.
        "targetId": 4,
        "role": "primer",
        // The role played by
        "AAA" in constructing
        the target node.
        "properties": {}
    }
],
{
    "id": 2,  // node 2
    "sequence": "TCGAAAGGT...",
    "properties": {},
    "edges": [
        {
            "targetId": 4,
            "role": "template",
            "properties": {}
        }
    ]
},
{
    "id": 3, // node 3
    "sequence": "TTTT",
    "properties": {},
    "edges": [
        {
            "targetId": 4,
            "role": "primer",
            "properties": {}
        }
    ]
},
{
    "id": 4, //node 4
    "sequence": "AAAGGTTTT",
    "properties": {},
    "edges": [
        {
            "targetId": 5,
            "role": "payload region",
            "properties": {}
        }
    ]
}


{
  "id": 5,  // node 5
  "sequence": "AGTAGATCG...",
  "properties": {
    // Demonstration of free-form property of a node.
    "Molecular form": "circular"
  }
}
]
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A system for generating a build graph data structure to control production in a
gene manufacturing system of at least one product of interest incorporating
 genetic modifications, the system comprising:
 one or more processors; and
 one or more memories storing instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one
 or more processors, cause the system to:
 access a description of a biological workflow, wherein the description
 includes representations of biological components; and
 assemble a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the workflow
description,
 wherein, in the build graph data structure, each biological component is
 represented by a node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels,
 wherein one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels,
 and a destination node, at a child level of the given level, constitute a reaction
group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level,
 wherein each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more
 biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source
 nodes at the given level, to produce a biological component represented by the
 destination node of the reaction group at the child level,
 wherein one or more destination nodes at the child level act as one or more
 source nodes in a reaction group of one or more reaction groups at a grandchild
 level of the given level, and
 wherein at least one destination node at a final level of the plurality of levels
 represents the at least one product of interest, which incorporates genetic
 modifications caused by reactions among biological components at different
 levels, and
 wherein processing the build graph data structure results in production of the
 at least one product of interest.
2. The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one product of interest comprises a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

3. The system of any one of claims 1 or 2, wherein at least one of the one or more source nodes at the given level belongs to two different reaction groups.

4. The system of any one of claims 1-3, wherein the one or more memories store further instructions for determining that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases, wherein assembling the build graph data structure is based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

5. The system of any one of claims 1-4, wherein a first destination node in a first reaction group of the one or more reaction groups represents a non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from one or more reactions applied to one or more biological components represented by the one or more source nodes in the first reaction group.

6. The system of any one of claims 1-5, wherein the first destination node represents the non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from insertion of one of one or more first biological components at one or more non-deterministic locations of a second biological component, wherein the second biological component is a biological sequence.

7. The system of any one of claims 1-6, wherein the first destination node represents the non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from non-deterministic changes to one or more biological components at one or more corresponding, specified locations within a second biological component, wherein the second biological component is a biological sequence.

8. The system of any one of claims 1-7, wherein the non-deterministic changes comprise a replacement at each of the one or more specified locations within the second biological component with a first biological component.
9. The system of any one of claims 1-8, wherein each first biological component is a nucleotide and the second biological component is a nucleotide sequence.

10. The system of any one of claims 1-9, wherein a first source node at the given level within a reaction group represents a plurality of first biological components, or the destination node at the child level represents a plurality of second biological components.

11. The system of any one of claims 1-10, wherein the one or more biological components that are represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level are microbial strains, and a reaction between the strains comprises horizontal gene transfer between the strains.

12. The system of any one of claims 1-11, wherein each biological component is at least one of a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

13. A computer-implemented method for generating a build graph data structure to control production in a gene manufacturing system of at least one product of interest incorporating genetic modifications, the method comprising:

   accessing a description of a biological workflow, wherein the description includes representations of biological components; and

   assembling a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the workflow description,

   wherein, in the build graph data structure, each biological component is represented by a node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels,

   wherein one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level,

   wherein each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level, to produce a biological component represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level,
wherein one or more destination nodes at the child level act as one or more source nodes in a reaction group of one or more reaction groups at a grandchild level of the given level, and

wherein at least one destination node at a final level of the plurality of levels represents the at least one product of interest, which incorporates genetic modifications caused by reactions among biological components at different levels, and

wherein processing the build graph data structure results in production of the at least one product of interest.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the at least one product of interest comprises a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

15. The method of any one of claims 13-14, wherein at least one of the one or more source nodes at the given level belongs to two different reaction groups.

16. The method of any one of claims 13-15, further comprising determining that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases,

wherein assembling the build graph data structure is based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

17. The method of any one of claims 13-16, wherein a first destination node in a first reaction group of the one or more reaction groups represents a non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from one or more reactions applied to one or more biological components represented by the one or more source nodes in the first reaction group.

18. The method of any one of claims 13-17, wherein the first destination node represents the non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from insertion of one or more first biological components at one or more non-deterministic locations of a second biological component, wherein the second biological component is a biological sequence.
19. The method of any one of claims 13-18, wherein the first destination node represents the non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from non-deterministic changes to one or more biological components at one or more corresponding, specified locations within a second biological component, wherein the second biological component is a biological sequence.

20. The method of any one of claims 13-19, wherein the non-deterministic changes comprise a replacement at each of the one or more specified locations within the second biological component with a first biological component.

21. The method of any one of claims 13-20, wherein each first biological component is a nucleotide and the second biological component is a nucleotide sequence.

22. The method of any one of claims 13-21, wherein a first source node at the given level within a reaction group represents a plurality of first biological components, or the destination node at the child level represents a plurality of second biological components.

23. The method of any one of claims 13-22, wherein the one or more biological components that are represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level are microbial strains, and a reaction between the strains comprises horizontal gene transfer between the strains.

24. The method of any one of claims 13-23, wherein each biological component is at least one of a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.


26. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing instructions for generating a build graph data structure to control production in a gene manufacturing system of at least one product of interest incorporating genetic modifications, wherein the instructions, when executed by one or more computing devices, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:
   - access a description of a biological workflow, wherein the description includes representations of biological components; and
assemble a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the workflow description,
wherein, in the build graph data structure, each biological component is represented by a node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels,
wherein one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level,
wherein each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level, to produce a biological component represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level,
wherein one or more destination nodes at the child level act as one or more source nodes in a reaction group of one or more reaction groups at a grandchild level of the given level, and
wherein at least one destination node at a final level of the plurality of levels represents the at least one product of interest, which incorporates genetic modifications caused by reactions among biological components at different levels, and
wherein processing the build graph data structure results in production of the at least one product of interest.

27. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of claim 26, wherein the at least one product of interest comprises a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.
28. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-27, wherein at least one of the one or more source nodes at the given level belongs to two different reaction groups.
29. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-28, storing further instructions for:
determining that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases,
wherein assembling the build graph data structure is based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

30. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-29, wherein a first destination node in a first reaction group of the one or more reaction groups represents a non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from one or more reactions applied to one or more biological components represented by the one or more source nodes in the first reaction group.

31. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-30, wherein the first destination node represents the non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from insertion of one of one or more first biological components at one or more non-deterministic locations of a second biological component, wherein the second biological component is a biological sequence.

32. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-31, wherein the first destination node represents the non-deterministic set of biological components computed to result from non-deterministic changes to one or more biological components at one or more corresponding, specified locations within a second biological component, wherein the second biological component is a biological sequence.

33. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-32, wherein the non-deterministic changes comprise a replacement at each of the one or more specified locations within the second biological component with one of the one or more first biological components.

34. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-33, wherein each first biological component is a nucleotide and the second biological component is a nucleotide sequence.

35. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-34, wherein a first source node at the given level within a reaction group
represents a plurality of first biological components, or the destination node at the child level represents a plurality of second biological components.

36. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-35, wherein the one or more biological components that are represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level are microbial strains, and a reaction between the strains comprises horizontal gene transfer between the strains.

37. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 26-36, wherein each biological component is at least one of a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

38. A system for processing factory orders to control production in a gene manufacturing system of one or more products of interest incorporating genetic modifications, the system comprising:

one or more processors; and

one or more memories storing instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one or more processors, cause the system to:

access a plurality of factory orders, wherein each factory order indicates one or more genetic design techniques for building one or more products of interest;

determine that two or more workflow phases for workflows for constructing different factory orders of the plurality of factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases, wherein each workflow comprises a series of workflow phases, and each workflow phase comprises one or more reaction steps; and

generate a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

39. The system of claim 38, wherein a destination node, at a given level of the build graph data structure, that represents the processing of the common workflow phases, serves as a source node, at the given level, that connects to two or more destination nodes at a child level of the given level.
40. The system of any one of claims 38-39, wherein the one or more memories store further instructions for determining the two or more common workflow phases based at least in part upon the different factory orders.

41. A computer-implemented method for processing factory orders to control production in a gene manufacturing system of one or more products of interest incorporating genetic modifications, the method comprising:
accessing a plurality of factory orders, wherein each factory order indicates one or more genetic design techniques for building one or more products of interest;
determining that two or more workflow phases for workflows for constructing different factory orders of the plurality of factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases, wherein each workflow comprises a series of workflow phases, and each workflow phase comprises one or more reaction steps; and
generating a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

42. The method of claim 41, wherein a destination node, at a given level of the build graph data structure, that represents the processing of the common workflow phases, serves as a source node, at the given level, that connects to two or more destination nodes at a child level of the given level.

43. The method of any one of claims 41-42, further comprising determining the two or more common workflow phases based at least in part upon the different factory orders.

44. A microbial strain produced using the method of any one of claims 41-43.

45. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing instructions for processing factory orders to control production in a gene manufacturing system of one or more products of interest incorporating genetic modifications, wherein the instructions, when executed by one or more computing devices, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:
access a plurality of factory orders, wherein each factory order indicates one or more genetic design techniques for building one or more products of interest;
determine that two or more workflow phases for workflows for constructing different factory orders of the plurality of factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases, wherein each workflow comprises a series of workflow phases, and each workflow phase comprises one or more reaction steps; and

generate a build graph data structure based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

46. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of claim 45, wherein a destination node, at a given level of the build graph data structure, that represents the processing of the common workflow phases, serves as a source node, at the given level, that connects to two or more destination nodes at a child level of the given level.

47. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 45-46, storing further instructions for determining the two or more common workflow phases based at least in part upon the different factory orders.

48. A system for processing a build graph data structure to control production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications, the system comprising:

one or more processors; and

one or more memories storing instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one or more processors, cause the system to:

access a build graph data structure comprising a plurality of nodes, wherein each node represents a biological component and resides at a level of a plurality of levels,

one or more source nodes, at given level of the plurality of levels, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level, and each reaction group represents a reaction between the one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes
at the given level to produce a biological component represented by the
destination node of the reaction group at the child level; and
traverse the build graph data structure at the plurality of levels to map the biological
components corresponding to the nodes at the plurality of levels to physical
laboratory equipment for producing the product of interest.

49. The system of claim 48, wherein the one or more memories store further instructions for
determining the number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding
biological component to produce the biological component represented by the destination
node within each reaction group at the child level based at least in part upon the amount
of biological component within the source physical media.

50. The system of any one of claims 48-49, wherein traversing the build graph data structure
comprises determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media
of one or more respective physical carriers.

51. The system of any one of claims 48-50, wherein determining one or more layouts of
biological components on physical media is based at least in part upon one or more
process variations.

52. The system of any one of claims 48-51, wherein the one or more process variations relate
to location of physical media on a physical carrier.

53. The system of any one of claims 48-52, wherein determining one or more layouts of
biological components on physical media is based at least in part upon optimizing one or
more layouts for efficient transfer of biological components from source physical media
to destination physical media.

54. The system of any one of claims 48-53, wherein the one or more memories store further
instructions for:

   receiving a final layout of biological components on physical media of a final
   physical carrier,
   wherein each biological component of the final layout is represented by a
destination node at a final level of the build graph data structure,
   wherein traversing further comprises determining one or more layouts of
   biological components on physical media of one or more respective physical
carriers at corresponding one or more non-final levels of the plurality of levels.

55. The system of any one of claims 48-54, wherein the one or more memories store further instructions for:
determining, from the one or more source nodes within each reaction group of one or more reaction groups at a given level of the build graph data structure, the number of instances of each biological component that corresponds to the one or more source nodes for all reaction groups at the given level that is used to produce one or more destination components corresponding to one or more destination nodes within the one or more reaction groups at the given level; and
determining the number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component to produce the destination component within each reaction group at the given level based at least in part upon the number of instances of the corresponding biological component.

56. The system of any one of claims 48-55, wherein the determined number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component is based at least in part upon at least one physical constraint of the source physical media.

57. The system of any one of claims 48-56, wherein the at least one physical constraint includes amount of biological component within the source physical media.

58. The system of any one of claims 48-57, wherein a physical carrier is a plate and physical media of the physical carrier comprises multiple wells on the plate.

59. The system of any one of claims 48-58, wherein physical media of a physical carrier at a final level of the plurality of levels supports the product of interest.

60. The system of any one of claims 48-59, wherein the product of interest comprises a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

61. A computer-implemented method for processing a build graph data structure to control production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications, the method comprising:
accessing a build graph data structure comprising a plurality of nodes, wherein
each node represents a biological component and resides at a level of a plurality of levels, one or more source nodes, at given level of the plurality of levels, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level, and each reaction group represents a reaction between the one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level to produce a biological component represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level; and traversing the build graph data structure at the plurality of levels to map the biological components corresponding to the nodes at the plurality of levels to physical laboratory equipment for producing the product of interest.

62. The method of claim 61, further comprising determining the number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component to produce the biological component represented by the destination node within each reaction group at the child level based at least in part upon the amount of biological component within the source physical media.

63. The method of any one of claims 61-62, wherein traversing the build graph data structure comprises determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media of one or more respective physical carriers.

64. The method of any one of claims 61-63 wherein determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media is based at least in part upon one or more process variations.

65. The method of any one of claims 61-64, wherein the one or more process variations relate to location of physical media on a physical carrier.

66. The method of any one of claims 61-65, wherein determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media is based at least in part upon optimizing one or more layouts for efficient transfer of biological components from source physical media to destination physical media.

67. The method of any one of claims 61-66, further comprising:
receiving a final layout of biological components on physical media of a final physical
carrier, wherein each biological component of the final layout is represented by a
destination node at a final level of the build graph data structure,
wherein traversing further comprises determining one or more layouts of biological
components on physical media of one or more respective physical carriers at
 corresponding one or more non-final levels of the plurality of levels.

68. The method of any one of claims 61-67, comprising:
determining, from the one or more source nodes within each reaction group of one or
more reaction groups at a given level of the build graph data structure, the number of
instances of each biological component that corresponds to the one or more source
nodes for all reaction groups at the given level that is used to produce one or more
destination components corresponding to one or more destination nodes within the
one or more reaction groups at the given level; and
determining the number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding
biological component to produce the destination component within each reaction
group at the given level based at least in part upon the number of instances of the
 corresponding biological component.

69. The method of any one of claims 61-68, wherein the determined number of source
physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component is based at
least in part upon at least one physical constraint of the source physical media.

70. The method of any one of claims 61-69, wherein the at least one physical constraint
includes amount of biological component within the source physical media.

71. The method of any one of claims 61-70, wherein a physical carrier is a plate and physical
media of the physical carrier comprises multiple wells on the plate.

72. The method of any one of claims 61-71, wherein physical media of a physical carrier at a
final level of the plurality of levels supports the product of interest.

73. The method of any one of claims 61-72, wherein the product of interest comprises a
nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

74. A microbial strain produced using the method of any one of claims 61-73.
75. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing instructions for processing a build graph data structure to control production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications, wherein the instructions, when executed by one or more computing devices, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:

- access a build graph data structure comprising a plurality of nodes, wherein each node represents a biological component and resides at a level of a plurality of levels,
- one or more source nodes, at given level of the plurality of levels, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level, and each reaction group represents a reaction between the one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level to produce a biological component represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level; and
- traverse the build graph data structure at the plurality of levels to map the biological components corresponding to the nodes at the plurality of levels to physical laboratory equipment for producing the product of interest.

76. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of claim 75, storing further instructions for determining the number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component to produce the biological component represented by the destination node within each reaction group at the child level based at least in part upon the amount of biological component within the source physical media.

77. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-76, wherein traversing the build graph data structure comprises determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media of one or more respective physical carriers.

78. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-77, wherein determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media is based at least in part upon one or more process variations.
79. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-78, wherein the one or more process variations relate to location of physical media on a physical carrier.

80. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-79, wherein determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media is based at least in part upon optimizing one or more layouts for efficient transfer of biological components from source physical media to destination physical media.

81. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-80, storing further instructions for:

   receiving a final layout of biological components on physical media of a final physical carrier,

   wherein each biological component of the final layout is represented by a destination node at a final level of the build graph data structure,

   wherein traversing further comprises determining one or more layouts of biological components on physical media of one or more respective physical carriers at corresponding one or more non-final levels of the plurality of levels.

82. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-81, storing further instructions for:

determining, from the one or more source nodes within each reaction group of one or more reaction groups at a given level of the build graph data structure, the number of instances of each biological component that corresponds to the one or more source nodes for all reaction groups at the given level that is used to produce one or more destination components corresponding to one or more destination nodes within the one or more reaction groups at the given level; and

determining the number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a corresponding biological component to produce the destination component within each reaction group at the given level based at least in part upon the number of instances of the corresponding biological component.

83. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-82, wherein the determined number of source physical media for sourcing transfer of a
corresponding biological component is based at least in part upon at least one physical constraint of the source physical media.

84. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-83, wherein the at least one physical constraint includes amount of biological component within the source physical media.

85. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-84, wherein a physical carrier is a plate and physical media of the physical carrier comprises multiple wells on the plate.

86. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-85, wherein physical media of a physical carrier at a final level of the plurality of levels supports the product of interest.

87. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 75-86, wherein the product of interest comprises a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

88. A system for implementation of biological protocols on a plurality of automated equipment to generate a product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications, wherein different ones of the automated equipment implement biological protocols pursuant to machine-specific instructions in respective, different machine-specific languages, the system comprising:
   one or more processors; and
   one or more memories storing instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one or more processors, cause the system to:
   issue object instructions based at least in part upon one or more factory orders, the object instructions for instructing the plurality of automated equipment to execute biological protocols; and
   translate object instructions into machine-specific instructions in a machine-specific language of a plurality of machine-specific languages, wherein each automated equipment is operable to execute machine-specific instructions in a respective machine-specific language to implement a biological protocol to generate a biological component along a path to generating the
product of interest, and at least two automated equipment operate pursuant to
different machine-specific languages.

89. The system of claim 88, wherein the one or more memories store further instructions for
generating a build graph data structure representing common workflow phases for
different factory orders.

90. The system of any one of claims 88-89, wherein the one or more memories store further
instructions for
determining one or more automated equipment that are available to run the biological
protocol based at least in part upon messages related to the one or more automated
equipment,
directing object instructions to the available automated equipment.

91. The system of any one of claims 88-90, wherein the protocol comprises transferring
biological components from source physical carriers to destination physical carriers.

92. A computer-implemented method for implementation of biological protocols on a
plurality of automated equipment to generate a product of interest that
incorporates genetic modifications, wherein different ones of the automated
equipment implement biological protocols pursuant to machine-specific
instructions in respective, different machine-specific languages, the method
comprising:
issuing object instructions based at least in part upon one or more factory orders, the
object instructions for instructing the plurality of automated equipment to execute
biological protocols; and
translating object instructions into machine-specific instructions in a machine-specific
language of a plurality of machine-specific languages,
wherein each automated equipment is operable to execute machine-specific
instructions in a respective machine-specific language to implement a biological
protocol to generate a biological component along a path to generating the
product of interest, and at least two automated equipment operate pursuant to
different machine-specific languages.
93. The method of claim 92, further comprising generating a build graph data structure representing common workflow phases for different factory orders.

94. The method of any one of claims 92-93, further comprising:
   determining one or more automated equipment that are available to run the biological protocol based at least in part upon messages related to the one or more automated equipment,
   directing object instructions to the available automated equipment.

95. The method of any one of claims 92-94, wherein the protocol comprises transferring biological components from source physical carriers to destination physical carriers.

96. A microbial strain produced using the method of any one of claims 92-95.

97. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing instructions for implementation of biological protocols on a plurality of automated equipment to generate a product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications, wherein different ones of the automated equipment implement biological protocols pursuant to machine-specific instructions in respective, different machine-specific languages, wherein the instructions, when executed by one or more computing devices, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:
   issue object instructions based at least in part upon one or more factory orders, the object instructions for instructing the plurality of automated equipment to execute biological protocols; and
   translate object instructions into machine-specific instructions in a machine-specific language of a plurality of machine-specific languages,
wherein each automated equipment is operable to execute machine-specific instructions in a respective machine-specific language to implement a biological protocol to generate a biological component along a path to generating the product of interest, and at least two automated equipment operate pursuant to different machine-specific languages.
98. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of claim 97 storing further instructions for generating a build graph data structure representing common workflow phases for different factory orders.

99. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 97-98, storing further instructions for:

determining one or more automated equipment that are available to run the biological protocol based at least in part upon messages related to the one or more automated equipment,

directing object instructions to the available automated equipment.

100. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 97-99, wherein the protocol comprises transferring biological components from source physical carriers to destination physical carriers.

101. A computer-implemented method for designing quality testing of a plurality of biological components, the method comprising:

performing, \textit{in silico}, one or more assays on one or more target biological components, the \textit{in silico} performance of each assay on one of the one or more biological components producing one or more assay reaction products resulting from an assay reaction involving the one of the one or more target biological components;

classifying two or more expected outcomes of each assay as being from the group of: at least one success mode or at least one failure mode, based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay; and

storing, in an assay data structure, for the one or more assay reaction products, reference information including: (a) attributes of the one or more assay reaction products, and (b) the classification of the two or more expected outcomes,

wherein processing of the assay data structure results in: (a) performing one or more physical assays, corresponding to the one or more \textit{in silico} assays, on the one or more target biological components using physical laboratory equipment to generate one or more physical assay reaction products for each physical assay, and (b) for each physical assay, comparing the one or more physical assay
reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to the at least one success mode or the at least one failure mode.

102. The method of claim 101, wherein the assay data structure is a directed graph that includes, for the one or more assays on the one or more target biological components, a plurality of levels including a plurality of assay nodes, wherein, in the directed graph:

   each assay node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels represents one of the one or more of the target biological components, one or more assay reactants, or one or more of the assay reaction products,

   a target assay node of the plurality of assay nodes represents, at a given level, a target biological component of the one or more target biological components,

   an assay reaction product node, of the plurality of assay nodes, that is associated with the target assay node, and represents, at a child level of the given level, the one or more assay reaction products and the reference information.

103. The method of any one of claims 101-102, wherein the given level includes at least one assay reactant node representing at least one assay reactant that reacts in silico with the target biological component at the given level.

104. The method of any one of claims 101-103, wherein the target assay node and the assay reactant node at the given level and the assay reaction product node at the child level constitute an assay reaction group of one or more assay reaction groups corresponding to the child level.

105. The method of any one of claims 101-104, wherein each assay comprises one or more assay phases, each assay phase comprises an assay reaction step of a plurality of assay reaction steps, the method further comprising:

determining that one or more assay phases of different assays are common assay phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of the one or more assay reaction steps of the common assay phases; and
generating the assay data structure based at least in part upon the common assay phases.

106. The method of any one of claims 101-105, wherein the common assay phases are associated with the same assay reactant.

107. The method of any one of claims 101-106, further comprising determining the quantity of assay reactant needed for the common assay phases.

108. The method of any one of claims 101-107, wherein the empirical information concerning the assay comprises empirical information concerning the one or more assay reaction products.

109. The method of any one of claims 101-108, wherein classifying is based at least in part upon the assay reaction, an assay reactant involved in the assay reaction, and the one of the one or more target biological components.

110. The method of any one of claims 101-109, wherein performing, *in silico*, one or more assays on one or more target biological components comprises performing, *in silico*, at least two assays of the one or more assays on a first target biological component of the one or more target biological components.

111. The method of any one of claims 101-110, wherein classifying comprises classifying the expected outcome of each assay as at least two failure modes based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay.

112. The method of any one of claims 101-111, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defect of the target biological component.

113. The method of any one of claims 101-112, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a failure of the assay.

114. The method of any one of claims 101-113, wherein a first failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error.

115. The method of any one of claims 101-114, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defective assay reactant.
116. The method of any one of claims 101-115, wherein, for the one or more assay reaction products of an assay reaction, the reference information further comprises identification of the assay reaction, the one or more assay reaction products, or the assay reactant.

117. The method of any one of claims 101-116 wherein the reference information attributes include expected length, sequence, or growth capacity of the one or more assay reaction products.

118. The method of any one of claims 101-117, wherein the one or more target biological components comprise a plasmid, and the one or more reaction products comprise plasmid fragments.

119. The method of any one of claims 101-118, wherein each of the one or more target biological components comprises a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

120. The method of any one of claims 101-119, wherein each of the one or more target biological components is produced in accordance with at least a portion of a build graph data structure,

   each node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels of the build graph data structure represents at least one of one or more biological components, the build graph data structure for controlling production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest, wherein the product of interest incorporates genetic modifications represented by the build graph,

   wherein one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels of the build graph data structure, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level of the build graph data structure, that is associated with the one or more source nodes, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level of the build graph data structure,

   wherein each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level, to produce one or more of the target biological components represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level of the build graph data structure.
121. A system for designing quality testing of a plurality of biological components, the system comprising:
one or more processors; and
one or more memories storing instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one
or more processors, cause the system to:
perform, *in silico*, one or more assays on one or more target biological components, the *in silico* performance of each assay on one of the one or more biological components producing one or more assay reaction products resulting from an assay reaction involving the one of the one or more target biological components;
classify two or more expected outcomes of each assay as being from the group of: at least one success mode or at least one failure mode, based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay; and
store, in an assay data structure, for the one or more assay reaction products, reference information including: (a) attributes of the one or more assay reaction products, and (b) the classification of the two or more expected outcomes,
wherein processing of the assay data structure results in: (a) performing one or more physical assays, corresponding to the one or more *in silico* assays, on the one or more target biological components using physical laboratory equipment to generate one or more physical assay reaction products for each physical assay, and (b) for each physical assay, comparing the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to the at least one success mode or the at least one failure mode.

122. The system of claim 121, wherein the assay data structure is a directed graph that includes, for the one or more assays on the one or more target biological components, a plurality of levels including a plurality of assay nodes, wherein, in the directed graph:
each assay node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels represents
one of the one or more of the target biological components, one or more assay
reactants, or one or more of the assay reaction products,
a target assay node of the plurality of assay nodes represents, at a given
level, a target biological component of the one or more target biological
components,
an assay reaction product node, of the plurality of assay nodes, that is
associated with the target assay node, and represents, at a child level of the
given level, the one or more assay reaction products and the reference
information.

123. The system of any one of claims 121-122, wherein the given level
includes at least one assay reactant node representing at least one assay reactant
that reacts \textit{in silico} with the target biological component at the given level.

124. The system of any one of claims 121-123, wherein the target assay node
and the assay reactant node at the given level and the assay reaction product node
at the child level constitute an assay reaction group of one or more assay reaction
groups corresponding to the child level.

125. The system of any one of claims 121-124, wherein each assay comprises
one or more assay phases, each assay phase comprises an assay reaction step of a
plurality of assay reaction steps, the one or more memories storing instructions,
that when executed, cause the system to:
determine that one or more assay phases of different assays are common assay phases
that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of the
one or more assay reaction steps of the common assay phases; and
generate the assay data structure based at least in part upon the common assay phases.

126. The system of any one of claims 121-125, wherein the common assay phases are
associated with the same assay reactant.

127. The system of any one of claims 121-126, the one or more memories storing
instructions, that when executed, cause the system to determine the quantity of assay
reactant needed for the common assay phases.
128. The system of any one of claims 121-127, wherein the empirical information concerning the assay comprises empirical information concerning the one or more assay reaction products.

129. The system of any one of claims 121-128, wherein classifying is based at least in part upon the assay reaction, an assay reactant involved in the assay reaction, and the one of the one or more target biological components.

130. The system of any one of claims 121-129, wherein performing, *in silico*, one or more assays on one or more target biological components comprises performing, *in silico*, at least two assays of the one or more assays on a first target biological component of the one or more target biological components.

131. The system of any one of claims 121-130, wherein classifying comprises classifying the expected outcome of each assay as at least two failure modes based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay.

132. The system of any one of claims 121-131, wherein a failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents a defect of the target biological component.

133. The system of any one of claims 121-132, wherein a failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents a failure of the assay.

134. The system of any one of claims 121-133, wherein a first failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error.

135. The system of any one of claims 121-134, wherein a failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents a defective assay reactant.

136. The system of any one of claims 121-135, wherein, for the one or more assay reaction products of an assay reaction, the reference information further comprises identification of: the assay reaction, the one or more assay reaction products, or the assay reactant.

137. The system of any one of claims 121-136, wherein the reference information attributes include expected length, sequence, or growth capacity of the one or more assay reaction products.
138. The system of any one of claims 121-137, wherein the one or more target biological components comprise a plasmid, and the one or more reaction products comprise plasmid fragments.

139. The system of any one of claims 121-138, wherein each of the one or more target biological components comprises a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

140. The system of any one of claims 121-139, wherein each of the one or more target biological components is produced in accordance with at least a portion of a build graph data structure, each node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels of the build graph data structure represents at least one of one or more biological components, the build graph data structure for controlling production in a gene manufacturing system of a product of interest, wherein the product of interest incorporates genetic modifications represented by the build graph, wherein one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels of the build graph data structure, and a destination node, at a child level of the given level of the build graph data structure, that is associated with the one or more source nodes, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups corresponding to the child level of the build graph data structure, wherein each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source nodes at the given level, to produce one or more of the target biological components represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child level of the build graph data structure.

141. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing instructions for designing quality testing of a plurality of biological components, wherein the instructions, when executed by one or more computing devices, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:

   perform, in silico, one or more assays on one or more target biological components, the in silico performance of each assay on one of the one or more
biological components producing one or more assay reaction products resulting from an assay reaction involving the one of the one or more target biological components;

classify two or more expected outcomes of each assay as being from the group of: at least one success mode or at least one failure mode, based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay; and

store, in an assay data structure, for the one or more assay reaction products, reference information including: (a) attributes of the one or more assay reaction products, and (b) the classification of the two or more expected outcomes,

wherein processing of the assay data structure results in: (a) performing one or more physical assays, corresponding to the one or more in silico assays, on the one or more target biological components using physical laboratory equipment to generate one or more physical assay reaction products for each physical assay, and (b) for each physical assay, comparing the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to the at least one success mode or the at least one failure mode.

142. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of claim 141, wherein the assay data structure is a directed graph that includes, for the one or more assays on the one or more target biological components, a plurality of levels including a plurality of assay nodes, wherein, in the directed graph:

each assay node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels represents one of the one or more of the target biological components, one or more assay reactants, or one or more of the assay reaction products,

a target assay node of the plurality of assay nodes represents, at a given level, a target biological component of the one or more target biological components,

an assay reaction product node, of the plurality of assay nodes, that is associated with the target assay node, and represents, at a child level of the
given level, the one or more assay reaction products and the reference information.

143. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-142, wherein the given level includes at least one assay reactant node representing at least one assay reactant that reacts in silico with the target biological component at the given level.

144. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-143, wherein the target assay node and the assay reactant node at the given level and the assay reaction product node at the child level constitute an assay reaction group of one or more assay reaction groups corresponding to the child level.

145. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-144, wherein each assay comprises one or more assay phases, and each assay phase comprises an assay reaction step of a plurality of assay reaction steps, the one or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing instructions, that when executed, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:

- determine that one or more assay phases of different assays are common assay phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of the one or more assay reaction steps of the common assay phases; and
- generate the assay data structure based at least in part upon the common assay phases.

146. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-145, wherein the common assay phases are associated with the same assay reactant.

147. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-146, storing instructions, that when executed, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to determine the quantity of assay reactant needed for the common assay phases.

148. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-147, wherein the empirical information concerning the assay comprises empirical information concerning the one or more assay reaction products.
149. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-148, wherein classifying is based at least in part upon the assay reaction, an assay reactant involved in the assay reaction, and the one of the one or more target biological components.

150. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-149, wherein performing, *in silico*, one or more assays on one or more target biological components comprises performing, *in silico*, at least two assays of the one or more assays on a first target biological component of the one or more target biological components.

151. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-150, wherein classifying comprises classifying the expected outcome of each assay as at least two failure modes based at least in part upon empirical information concerning the assay.

152. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-151, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defect of the target biological component.

153. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-152, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a failure of the assay.

154. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-153, wherein a first failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error.

155. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-154, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defective assay reactant.

156. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 141-155, wherein, for the one or more assay reaction products of an assay
reaction, the reference information further comprises identification of: the assay
reaction, the one or more assay reaction products, or the assay reactant.

157. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of
claims 141-156, wherein the reference information attributes include expected
length, sequence, or growth capacity of the one or more assay reaction products.

158. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of
claims 141-157, wherein the one or more target biological components comprise a
plasmid, and the one or more reaction products comprise plasmid fragments.

159. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of
claims 141-158, wherein each of the one or more target biological components
comprises a nucleotide sequence or a microbial strain.

160. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of
claims 141-159, wherein

  each of the one or more target biological components is produced in
  accordance with at least a portion of a build graph data structure,

  each node that resides at a level of a plurality of levels of the build graph data
  structure represents at least one of one or more biological components, the build
  graph data structure for controlling production in a gene manufacturing system of
  a product of interest, wherein the product of interest incorporates genetic
  modifications represented by the build graph,

  wherein one or more source nodes, at a given level of the plurality of levels of
  the build graph data structure, and a destination node, at a child level of the given
  level of the build graph data structure, that is associated with the one or more
  source nodes, constitute a reaction group of one or more reaction groups
  corresponding to the child level of the build graph data structure,

  wherein each reaction group represents a reaction between one or more
  biological components that are themselves represented by the one or more source
  nodes at the given level, to produce one or more of the target biological
  components represented by the destination node of the reaction group at the child
  level of the build graph data structure.
161. A computer-implemented method for performing quality testing of a target biological component, the method comprising:
   obtaining information concerning one or more physical assay reaction products resulting from a physical assay of a target biological component, and comparing the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to at least one success mode, to at least one failure mode, or to an indeterminate mode,
   wherein the reference information includes expected attributes of the one or more physical assay reaction products corresponding to success and failure modes.

162. The method of claim 161, further comprising:
   if the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the indeterminate mode, indicating that the physical assay should be performed again.

163. The method of any one of claims 161-162, further comprising:
   if the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the at least one success mode, providing instructions for further processing of the target biological component in furtherance of producing a product of interest.

164. The method of any one of claims 161-163, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defect of the target biological component.

165. The method of any one of claims 161-164, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a failure of the physical assay.

166. The method of any one of claims 161-165, wherein a first failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error.

167. The method of any one of claims 161-166, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defective assay reactant used in a physical assay reaction of the physical assay.
168. A microbial strain produced using the method of any one of claims 161-167.

System claims
169. A system for performing quality testing of a target biological component, the system comprising:
one or more processors; and
one or more memories storing instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one or more processors, cause the system to:
  obtain information concerning one or more physical assay reaction products resulting from a physical assay of a target biological component; and
  compare the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to at least one success mode, to at least one failure mode, or to an indeterminate mode,
  wherein the reference information includes expected attributes of the one or more physical assay reaction products corresponding to success and failure modes.

170. The system of claim 169, wherein the one or more memories store instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one or more processors, cause the system to:
  if the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the indeterminate mode, indicate that the physical assay should be performed again.

171. The system of any one of claims 169-170, wherein the one or more memories store instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one or more processors, cause the system to:
  if the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the at least one success mode, provide instructions for further processing of the target biological component in furtherance of producing a product of interest.
172. The system of claim any one of claims 169-171, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defect of the target biological component.

173. The system of any one of claims 169-172, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a failure of the physical assay.

174. The system of any one of claims 169-173, wherein a first failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error.

175. The system of any one of claims 169-174, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defective assay reactant used in a physical assay reaction of the physical assay.

176. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing instructions for performing quality testing of a target biological component, wherein the instructions, when executed by one or more computing devices, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:

   obtain information concerning one or more physical assay reaction products resulting from a physical assay of a target biological component; and
   compare the one or more physical assay reaction products to corresponding reference information to classify the target biological component as corresponding to at least one success mode, to at least one failure mode, or to an indeterminate mode,

   wherein the reference information includes expected attributes of the one or more physical assay reaction products corresponding to success and failure modes.

177. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of claim 176, storing instructions, that when executed, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:
if the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the indeterminate mode, indicate that the physical assay should be performed again.

178. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 176-177, storing instructions, that when executed, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:

if the target biological component is classified as corresponding to the at least one success mode, provide instruction for further processing of the target biological component in furtherance of producing a product of interest.

179. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 176-178, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defect of the target biological component.

180. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 176-179, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a failure of the physical assay.

181. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 176-180, wherein a first failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a first construction error, and a second failure mode of the at least one failure mode represents an improperly constructed target biological component according to a second construction error.

182. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims 176-181, wherein a failure mode of the least one failure mode represents a defective assay reactant used in a physical assay reaction of the physical assay.

183. A computer-implemented method for generating a factory order to control production of biological sequences by a gene manufacturing system, the method comprising:

receiving, at a computing device, an expression indicating a non-deterministic operation on a first sequence operand, wherein sequence operands represent biological sequence parts, the first sequence operand representing one or more biological sequence parts;

executing, by a computing device, instructions to evaluate the expression to a
sequence specification, wherein the sequence specification comprises a data structure including (a) one or more first-level non-deterministic operations, including the first non-deterministic operation, to be performed on one or more first-level sequence operands including the first sequence operand, and (b) one or more second-level operations, the execution of which resolves one or more values of the one or more first-level sequence operands; and

- generating a factory order based upon execution, by a computing device, of one or more of the first-level operations and one or more of the second-level operations, the factory order for use by the gene manufacturing system to generate biological sequence parts, wherein the one or more first-level non-deterministic operations correspond to protocols for generating the biological sequence parts.

184. The method of claim 183, wherein the one or more first-level non-deterministic operations also correspond to physical laboratory equipment for generating the biological sequence parts.

185. The method of any one of claims 183-184, wherein a directed build graph data structure is used in generating the factory order, the method further comprising:

- determining that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases; and
- assembling the build graph data structure based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

186. A system for generating a factory order to control production of biological sequences by a gene manufacturing system, the system comprising:

- one or more processors; and
- one or more memories storing instructions, that when executed by at least one of the one or more processors, cause the system to:

  - receive an expression indicating a non-deterministic operation on a first sequence operand, wherein sequence operands represent biological sequence parts, the first sequence operand representing one or more biological sequence parts;
execute instructions to evaluate the expression to a sequence specification, wherein the sequence specification comprises a data structure including (a) one or more first-level non-deterministic operations, including the first non-deterministic operation, to be performed on one or more first-level sequence operands including the first sequence operand, and (b) one or more second-level operations, the execution of which resolves one or more values of the one or more first-level sequence operands; and

generate a factory order based upon execution, by a computing device, of one or more of the first-level operations and one or more of the second-level operations, the factory order for use by the gene manufacturing system to generate biological sequence parts, wherein the one or more first-level non-deterministic operations correspond to protocols for generating the biological sequence parts.

187. The system of claim 186, wherein the one or more first-level non-deterministic operations also correspond to physical laboratory equipment for generating the biological sequence parts.

188. The system of any one of claims 186-187, wherein a directed build graph data structure is used in generating the factory order, and the one or more memories store instructions, that when executed, cause the system to

determine that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders are common workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases; and
assemble the build graph data structure based at least in part upon the common workflow phases.

189. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media storing instructions for generating a factory order to control production of biological sequences by a gene manufacturing system, wherein the instructions, when executed by one or more computing devices, cause at least one of the one or more computing devices to:

receive an expression indicating a non-deterministic operation on a first sequence operand, wherein sequence operands represent biological sequence parts, the first
sequence operand representing one or more biological sequence parts;

execute instructions to evaluate the expression to a sequence specification,
wherein the sequence specification comprises a data structure including (a) one or
more first-level non-deterministic operations, including the first non-deterministic
operation, to be performed on one or more first-level sequence operands including the
first sequence operand, and (b) one or more second-level operations, the execution of
which resolves one or more values of the one or more first-level sequence operands;
and

generate a factory order based upon execution, by a computing device, of one or
more of the first-level operations and one or more of the second-level operations, the
factory order for use by the gene manufacturing system to generate biological
sequence parts, wherein the one or more first-level non-deterministic operations
 correspond to protocols for generating the biological sequence parts.

190. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of claim 189, wherein
the one or more first-level non-deterministic operations also correspond to physical
laboratory equipment for generating the biological sequence parts.

191. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable media of any one of claims
189-190, wherein a directed build graph data structure is used in generating the factory
order, and one or more non-transitory computer-readable media store instructions, that
when executed, cause the at least one of the one or more computing devices to:

determine that two or more workflow phases for different factory orders are common
workflow phases that may be processed together based at least in part upon a
commonality of reaction steps of the common workflow phases; and
assemble the build graph data structure based at least in part upon the common
workflow phases.
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Remark on Protest

[ ] The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the payment of a protest fee.

[ ] The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

[ ] No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of) inventions in this international application, as follows:

1. claims: 1-24, 26-37, 48-87

   "generating and processing a build graph data structure to control production in a gene manufacturing system of at least one product of interest incorporating genetic modifications"

2. claims: 88-95, 97-100

   "implementation of biological protocols on a plurality of automated equipment to generate a product of interest that incorporates genetic modifications"

3. claims: 101-167, 169-182

   designing quality testing of a plurality of biological components" and "performing quality testing of a target biological component"
Continuation of Box II.1

Claims Nos.: 25, 38-47, 74, 96, 168, 183-191

1.1 Article 6 PCT

1.1.1 Present claims 25, 44, 74, 96, 168 encompass microbial strains not defined by any genomic characteristics, contrary to the requirements of clarity of Article 6 PCT, because this type of definition does not allow the scope of the claim to be ascertained. The skilled person would not have knowledge as to whether a certain microbial strain would fall within the scope claimed. 1.2 The non-compliance with the substantive provisions is to such an extent that no meaningful search of claims 25, 44, 74, 96, 168 could be carried out at all (Article 17(2) PCT). 1.3 Rule 39.1(iii) PCT - Scheme, rules and method for doing business 1.4.1 Claims 38-43, 45-47, 183-191 relate to systems, computer-implemented methods and non-transitory computer-readable media for "processing factory orders to control production in a gene manufacturing system of one or more products of interest incorporating genetic modifications" and "generating a factory order to control production of biological sequences by a gene manufacturing system", which is a method of doing business (Rule 39.1(iii) PCT), which the International search Authority is not required to search. 1.4.2 Moreover, the generation or filling of a form (here: a factory order form) may also be considered to relate to a mere presentation of information (Rule 39.1(v) PCT), since such a form - when meant for presentation to a human - does not have a technical effect by itself, but any technical effect may only be dependent on the interpretation by the reader.
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